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Day of Music
Fullerton
by Corky Nepomuceno

Day of Music returns for its 5th year
from noon to 10pm on Friday, June 21,
with a wild and wonderful mix of over
150 free outdoor musical events all over
Fullerton.
Day of Music is part of Make Music
Day, a global music celebration that takes
place on the summer solstice each year
and brings people of all ages and skill levels together to make music.
This year, 36 U.S. cities and the entire
state of Vermont will host thousands of
Make Music performances across the
country as part of the world’s largest
annual music event.
Completely different from a typical
musical festival, Day of Music concerts
are performed by anyone who wants to
take part and enjoyed by everyone who
wants to attend. From classical to folk, hip
hop to opera, Latin jazz to punk rock, live
music of all kinds resounds on streets,
sidewalks, porches, plazas, parks, gardens,
store fronts and other public spaces on the
longest day of the year.
Visit www.thedayofmusic.com for more
information on the groups performing.
Continued on page 15
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Tommy De La Rosa

The family and numerous members of the
neighborhood turned out to attend the dedication of Tommy De La Rosa Way. A huge contingent of the Fullerton Police Department also
turned out in full dress uniform to honor one of
their own.
The block-long street just south of Valencia
and west of Highland is in an area where Officer
De La Rosa worked to combat drug and gang
activities in Fullerton. The area is currently
being renewed by the addition of new affordable
housing projects.
At the time of his death June 21, 1990, at age
43, Officer De La Rosa was part of a multi-

agency task force working undercover in a
reverse drug buy assignment. He was taken to a
home on a dead-end street in Downey where he
was to sell a large cache of drugs. Approaching
the house, he was ambushed by gang members
attempting to steal the drugs. De La Rosa
returned fire and killed one of the suspects.
The Anaheim police helicopter overhead
immediately called in the backup officers and
landed to transport De La Rosa to the hospital
where he expired from the multiple wounds that
ended his 9-year career with the Fullerton Police
Dept. The remaining three suspects were all sentenced to life without parole.

Water Rate Increase Begins July 1st
A five-year plan for water rate increases
was approved (4-1, Whitaker “no”) at the
June 4th City Council meeting.
The additional revenue will provide for
operational expenses, annual replacement
of nine miles of pipeline by 2023 as well
as reservoir, well, and pump replacements
and upgrades. According to the staff
report, “The future rates are designed to
establish fiscal stability.”
A primary reason for the rate increases is
the fact that over half of Fullerton’s 423
miles of water pipes are over 50 years old
and in need of replacement. It is estimated that there are over 100 water breaks a
year in Fullerton, each of which costs
$5,000-$20,000 to fix—often with a temporary patch, rather than a full pipe
replacement.
The new water rates are based on a
study done by Stantec Consulting, and
input from a Water Rate Study Ad Hoc
Committee, all of whose meetings were
open to the public.
Although rates will vary depending on
the size of individual meters, the average
annual rate increases are as follows:
2019: 15.0%; 2020: 14.0%
2021: 11.0%; 2022: 5.0%
2023: 4.0%

The rate increases rely more on a “fixed”
meter charge, based on the size of one’s
water meter, than actual water usage, and
in some cases this may actually result in
rate reductions for some customers under
the new system.
For example, the rate for a single family
residential (SFR) customer with a 5/8”
meter using 11,000 gallons of water a
month will be adjusted in 2019 from the
current $51.16 to a proposed $51.15, a
reduction of 1 cent per month or 2 cents
on a bi-monthly bill. The rate for a SFR
customer with a 1” meter using 11,000
gallons per month will be adjusted from
the current $54.12 per month to the proposed $66.38 per month. This is an
increase of $12.26 per month or $24.52
on a bi-monthly bill. This is to ensure that
there remain adequate revenues for water
improvements even during drought seasons, and that the water system is able to
operate at full capacity.
According to the consultant, “The proposed water rates were developed by a
comprehensive cost-of-service analysis
and are designed to meet the Water
Utility’s revenue needs over the next five
years.”
Continued on page 2

Undercover Narcotics
Bust at a Dog Kennel
Fullerton undercover police detectives
were conducting surveillance at a dog
kennel/boarding facility in the 100 block
of W. Walnut Ave. in Fullerton around
noon on June 5 when they spotted probationer Christopher Proglio who was living
inside the facility and who had a current
warrant out for his arrest.
Proglio was found in possession of 28
grams of heroin and 1.6 grams of
methamphetamine. Further investigation
of the facility turned up numerous items
indicating that narcotics sales were occurring from the kennel.
The owner of the kennel, Richard
Sanders, and two employees – Juan
Coronado and Jennifer Sandoval – were
all arrested for drug paraphernalia and
drug possession.
The kennel facility housed around 20
dogs in good health at the time. OC
Animal Care was called to inform them of
the arrests and suspected activities occurring at the kennel. The animals were left
in the care of an employee who did not
appear to be involved in the activity.
Anyone with information is asked to
contact Sergeant Gharah at 714-7386127 or via email to pgharah@fullertonpd.org or contact (855) TIP-OCCS.
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Transformer Explosion at Edison Sub-Station
Causes Power Outage Downtown
Around
10:30pm
on
Thursday June 6, a transformer
at the Edison electrical power
sub-station next to the
Fullerton train station exploded several times and burst into
flames, causing a massive temporary power outage in downtown Fullerton.
Fullerton fire, police, and
Edison employees quickly
responded to the scene and put
the fire out. Residents of the
nearby Soco Walk apartments
were temporarily evacuated for
safety reasons.
One resident who witnessed
the event said there were a
series of loud explosions followed by a large fire and
smoke.
By around midnight, power had been re-routed
and restored to downtown. Investigation is ongoing

and firefighters and Edison have yet to determine
the cause of the explosion. - PHOTO JESSE LA TOUR

2019

Pedestrian Dies After Being
Struck by DUI Driver
Fullerton Police Officers
responded to the north alley of
400 West Avenue on June 7
around 8:30pm regarding
reports of a pedestrian being
struck by a vehicle in the alley.
Reporting parties indicated that
the suspect vehicle, a silver
BMW SUV, had fled at a high
rate of speed and was last seen
eastbound on W. Valencia
Drive.
Upon arrival, officers found a
42-year-old female lying in the
alley with serious, life threatening injuries that appeared consistent with being struck by a
vehicle. Fullerton Fire responded and immediately took her to
the hospital where she was pronounced deceased.
Four minutes after the initial
call for service, a Fullerton
police officer located a vehicle
matching the suspect vehicle

description in the area of
Harbor and Berkeley. A traffic
stop was initiated and officers
contacted the driver, later identified as Angel Palomar Corona,
36, of Hacienda Heights.
Corona, and his vehicle, were
identified by multiple witnesses
as being the vehicle that struck
the pedestrian in the alley.
It was determined that
Corona, an unlicensed driver,
was operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of drugs.
He was arrested for felony
DUI-D causing serious bodily
injury or death, Hit & Run,
and being an unlicensed driver
and booked at the Fullerton
City Jail.
Anyone with information
may contact Fullerton PD
Collision Investigator Keen at
(714) 738-6812 or OC Crime
Stoppers at 1(855) TIP-OCC
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In accordance with Proposition 218,
which requires giving the public proper
notice of water rate increases, as well as a
chance to protest them, City staff mailed
public notices on April 10. There was also
a table set up in the lobby of city hall during the meeting where residents could
make written protests of the rate increases. The city received 465 confirmed
protests for the rate increases.
During public comment, about 12 residents spoke, mainly against the rate
increases.
Fritz Von Coelln said that council
should seek alternate sources of funding
for infrastructure repair, such as issuing a
bond.
A woman said that it is unfair for property owners with larger meters to automatically be charged more, since property
owners generally don’t choose the size of
their meters.
A resident named James noted rising
housing costs, and expressed concern that
these rate increases could negatively
impact residents on fixed incomes.
A few residents asked why the city
allowed its water infrastructure to deteriorate to its current condition, without
proper repair and replacement of aging
pipes.
Peggy San Roman said that the notification sent to residents looked like “junk
mail” and was probably thrown away by
many.
Adan Ortega, who is Fullerton’s representative on the board of the
Metropolitan Water District spoke in
favor of the rate increases, and said that a
rate structure based on meter size is “not a
rare thing.”
“The new rate structure brings a new
level of transparency, order, and financial
integrity,” Ortega said.
Mark Shapiro, who served on the Water
Rate Ad Hoc Committee said, “The reason something hasn’t been done before is
because the problem has been kicked
down the road, by previous city councils
who were unwilling to pay for this.
Fullerton has had historically low water
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WATER MAIN BREAKS PER YEAR IN FULLERTON ARE THE HIGHEST RATE IN ORANGE COUNTY
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RECOMMENDED CAPITAL SPENDING SHOWN IN MILLIONS PER YEAR
rates, and the price we paid for that was
not replacing aging infrastructure. The
system is falling apart. We need to get this
done or we will be in trouble.”
Council Member Flory, who voted for
the rate increase, said she has had three
major water breaks in her neighborhood
in the past 12 months.
Flory, who has served on Fullerton City
council for a total of 12 years, gave some
historical context as to why the city has
not raised rates. In 1994, when Flory was
on council, they adopted a 2.6% utility
tax that was meant to update infrastructure. In response, the three council members who voted for that tax were recalled
by the voters.

“So for the next 25 years our infrastructure was not addressed by any member of
the city council, and with good reason.
They thought they would be recalled,”
Flory said.
Mayor Protem Fitzgerald, who also supported the rate increase, said, “We’ve had
the lowest [water] rates in Orange
County. And what have we gotten from
that? A failing system, and the most water
breaks in Orange County. It’s not because
of mismanagement or waste, but because
our rates haven’t supported the system. I
think we have to restructure our rates.”
Mayor Silva, who also supported the
rate increase laid out the problem quite
simply, “We have to fix our pipes.”

Councilmember Zahra, who also supported the rate increase, said “We have to
pay our fair share to maintain the system.
Not just for us, but for the future as well.”
Council Member Whitaker, who voted
against the rate increases, said, “There’s no
question that this city has short-changed
its infrastructure for a long period of time.
But for too long, council majorities have
valued payrolls over pavement, pensions
over pipe. And I’d like to see more of
existing budget money steered in the
direction of maintaining and replacing the
infrastructure.”
The new rates will go into effect July
1st.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FOR FULLERTON
COLLEGE’S PROPOSED STADIUM
UNDERSTATES IMPACT TO NEIGHBORS
While admitting the noise and traffic
impacts are significant, the report drastiIn May, Fullerton College and the cally undercalculates them. It focuses on
North OC Community College District a football game, but fails to address the
(NOCCCD) published the Draft total hours of usage scheduled. Fullerton
Environmental Impact Report for the College admits usage could average more
proposed stadium, as required by state than 12 hours a day, every day. Many
law. However, because of misinformation planned uses wouldn’t even be for stuand mistakes in the analysis, the report dents—they would be for “rentals.” Most
significantly understates the true environ- current rentals are for educational and
mental impact of the stadium. Coupled civic activities, but this is not a requirewith inappropriately-drafted objectives, ment. Fullerton College could rent out
the report is inadequate, and undermines
for any purpose, including
an important state process.
concerts and other loud,
The report admits the stahighly-attended
events.
The
report
dium would significantly
Given the substantial cost to
admits
the
impact noise and traffic, and
recoup, this seems very likely.
stadium
mitigation is not possible.
Rental activities would be
This means lower quality of
would
required to use the new
life and property values.
sound system, which is
significantly
The report calls the stadium
designed to be heard over a
impact
noise
a “classroom,” even though
crowd of 4,400 people. The
and traffic,
the multi-million dollar
formula used to calculate
project would serve only
and that
noise would undercalculate
256 extra students. Why?
concert noise impact by 3 to
mitigation is
Classrooms are exempt from
4 times.
not
possible.
city regulations. The probThe City of Fullerton
lem? State law does not desasked for an analysis “worstignate stadiums as classcase scenario”: the use of the
rooms.
stadium at the same time as FUHS stadiThe Fullerton Union High School sta- um. The report ignored this request.
dium is rejected as a suitable alternative, Based on the schedule of football games at
because of possible overuse and an NCAA FUHS stadium, and the schedule providrule prohibiting games at high school ed by Fullerton College, this “worst-case
fields. This information is flat wrong. scenario” is likely to happen 5 to 7 times
The turf field at FUHS stadium is every fall.
designed for far more use than sharing
The impact of noise and lights from 2
would create. Adjustable goal posts and stadiums would be a bigger problem than
interchangeable portions of turf—both the report lets on, but the true disaster
easily incorporated at FUHS—would sat- would be traffic. The crowd capacity of
isfy the NCAA rule.
4,400 at the proposed stadium would
The report states the new lights at the cause significant impacts at 4 intersections
stadium would not impact the aesthetics centered around Berkeley Avenue, Lemon
of the neighborhood though light poles Street, and Chapman Avenue. These
would be nearly twice as high as existing same intersections are impacted by FUHS
streetlights and pointed at the houses stadium. With a combined stadium
across Berkeley Ave. Somehow the report capacity of nearly 11,000 people, the trafconcludes this would not impact the fic jams would cascade beyond the vicinineighborhood.

At Left:
The Draft
Environmental
Impact Report
for the
$10.1 million
stadium
proposed at
Fullerton
College’s
Sherbeck Field
on Berkeley
is 4,000
pages long.

by Clay E. Gaetje

On this page
read a
summary of
the problems
found in the
document
by someone
who read the
whole thing.
ty of the schools, locking up Harbor
Boulevard, Commonwealth Avenue, and
all the way to both the 57 and 91 freeway
on-ramps.
The report minimizes the impact of
parking, because spectators can park at
Fullerton College. Anyone who lives near
the college knows that parking often overflows into the neighborhoods early in the
semester. Fullerton College doesn’t have
enough parking now, yet the report
believes 4,400 spectators can be accommodated. This says nothing of the 6,500
possible fans at a simultaneous FUHS
game.
Fullerton College paid a professional
firm over $300,000, and got the result it
wanted. The college and the firm are both
very familiar with the EIR process. The
project objectives were inappropriately
drafted to carefully guide the report’s
analysis and recommendation to approve
the project.
Several objectives require new resources,
like bleachers, to be “at the college.” This
seemingly innocent phrase causes any
other site, whether across the street or

Free Admission to Fullerton
Airport Day June 22
Excitement is building for Fullerton's
Airport Day on Saturday, June 22, from
10am to 4pm. The 6th annual event will
feature displays of vintage and modern aircraft, classic automobiles, aviation-related
exhibits, aircraft fly-bys, booths and vendors, and activities for children and adults.
Admission and parking are free; airplane
and helicopter rides will be available for a
donation.
"We try to have something for everyone
here on Airport Day," says airport manager
Brendan O'Reilly.
Airport Day is expected to bring thousands of visitors to the airport, with local
aviation businesses and others in atten-

dance. Members of the Fullerton Police and
Fire Departments will be present, along
with representatives from Anaheim Police
Department, California Highway Patrol,
and Orange County Fire Authority. Airport
Day provides an opportunity to showcase
this Fullerton asset and the role it plays supporting the Southern California region.
The Fullerton Municipal Airport is located at 4011 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Visitors are encouraged to park at Buena
Park High School to relieve congestion.
Two large shuttle busses will be continuously operating throughout the day.
Handicapped parking is available at the
control tower/restaurant parking lot.

across the state, to fail to meet the objective. Fullerton College drafted enough
objectives this way that FUHS stadium
was rejected as an alternative, while others
were drafted to reject an alternative at Cal
State Fullerton. Fullerton College carefully crafted all the objectives, so that every
alternative would be rejected.
This is gaming the system, undermining the state law requirement to objectively determine the impacts of large projects.
The misinformation and the incorrect
and incomplete analysis render the Draft
EIR inadequate for any city or state
agency to rely on.
The Draft EIR must be redone to determine the true impact to the community,
along with an genuine consideration of
FUHS stadium as an alternative. The
field could easily conform to NCAA standards; the capacity is greater; the location
is campus-adjacent; and the impact to the
community is minimized.
A proper, independent analysis would
come to the same conclusion. I encourage you to write to NOCCCD saying
this, as I have.
See related article page

FULLERTON WATER QUALITY REPORT
AVAILABLE TO THOSE WHO SIGN UP
This year’s annual water quality
report, titled “City of Fullerton 2019
Consumer Confidence Report” will be
available on July 1 to anyone who has
sent a request to be on the mailing list.
Traditionally, customers received the
report with their water bill in the mail.
But this year customers will have to
request the report to receive it in the
mail. To request a copy by mail, email
LouisG@ci.fullerton.ca.us or call (714)
738-2835. You can also pick up a copy
at Fullerton City Hall, 303 W.
Commonwealth or view by visiting
www.cityoffullerton.com/2019CCR.

The City Water Department provides
water to businesses and more than
140,000 residents. The department
operates and maintains over 420 miles
of water pipes and 67.5 million gallons
of water storage to deliver 8 billion gallons of water annually.
Fullerton’s water comes from two
sources. The water department pumps
about 70% from the aquifer managed
by the Orange County Water District.
The department purchases the remainder from the Metropolitan Water
District which imports water from the
Colorado River and the Sierra Nevada.
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES
by Jesse La Tour

The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3 and rebroadcast
at 3pm and 6pm the following Wed. & Sun. & 5pm Mon.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

June 4 City Council Meeting
(Next meeting Tuesday, June 18 at 6:30pm.
Come see your local government in action!)
CLOSED SESSION: Before every public city council meeting, there is a “closed session” in which council meets with various parties to discuss items outside view of the
public. During this week’s closed session, council met with representatives of various
public employee unions (police, fire, city employees) to negotiate salaries, benefits, and
working conditions. Council also met with legal counsel to discuss Orange County
Catholic Worker et al v. Orange County et al (the ongoing court case regarding the county’s lack of homeless shelters and services).

Utilities
Sewer/Water
Ref
$43,029,834

Recreation
& Leisure
$14,179,368

Successor
Agency
$11,707,983

Capital
Improvement
Projects
$24,353,124

SHHS Physics Paper Boat Team: Mayor Protem Jennifer
Fitzgerald presented three students (Vikram, David, and Michael) with an
award for winning the recent Sunny Hills High School Physics Paper Boat
Competition. Each year, Mr. Peoples challenges his AP physics students to build
boats out of paper and sticks and see if they can float with someone skippering
their boat all the way across the swimming pool. Fitzgerald skippered their boat
successfully across the Sunny Hills pool. Their boat, which did not sink, was
ironically named the Titanic.

OCTA Update
Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) board chair (and La Habra city
councilmember) Tim Shaw gave an update on OCTA funding and projects. The 91
freeway improvement project (scheduled to begin in 2023) will widen a 5.6 mile stretch
of the freeway from the 57 to the 55 freeways. This will be funded through measure
M2. Also, a Fullerton Transportation Center Improvement Project is scheduled to
begin later this year.

Opposition to FC Stadium
General
Government
$15,537,643

Public
Works
$8,461,625

Development
$8,362,559

Public Safety
$71,927,226

TOTAL EXPENDITURES = $197,559,478

Council Approves 2019-2020 City Budget
Former
Administrative
Services million in grant funding for the acquisiDirector Michael O’Kelly gave a presenta- tion of open space in West Coyote Hills.
tion on the city’s proposed 2019-2020 This amount will be applied to the purbudget, which council ultimately chase of Neighborhood 1.
Various street improvement projects
approved 4-1 (Whitaker “no”)
The total proposed budget (including a make up almost $7 million of this year’s
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and CIP projects. The funding is from gas tax,
SB1 and Measure M2 (sales
fee revisions) is $197.6 miltax) revenues.
lion.
According
The
proposed
budget
The General Fund budget
to Former
includes a limited number of
is $97.6 million, balanced
Director
proposed fee revisions, includagainst revenues of $97.6
ing certain Parks and
million. Thus, according to
Michael
Recreation fees, airport hangar
O’Kelly, the proposed
O’Kelly, the
fees, animal care licensing fees,
budget is balanced.
proposed
elimination of the Accessory
General Fund revenues
budget is
Dwelling Unit fee, revision to
are projected to come in
Library fees, and additional
over budget by approxibalanced.
parking fees.
mately $2.8 million, primaDuring public comment,
rily due to one-time revenue
planning commissioner Chris
of $2.4 million related to
Gaarder suggested using some of the
the sale of underground utility credits.
General fund expenditures are projected budget surplus on road repair. Mayor
to come in under budget by approximate- Protem agreed and made motion that half
ly $2.7 million, primarily due to the level of 2.8 million budget surplus go into
of vacant positions—approximately 28 roads.
Council member Flory made a substifull-time city staff positions (a 4% vacantute motion to approve the budget (with
cy rate).
Proposed revenues and expenditures are fee schedule amendments proposed by
approximately $4.4 million higher than council member Zahra).
last year, mainly due to continued growth
of property tax revenues, sales tax revenue,
a re-organization of our city ambulance
The next council meeting is Tuesday,
services contract, and expected increased
CalPERS (public employee) pension con- June 18. Agenda items include: updated
resolution setting CalPers employer paid
tributions.
The proposed Capital Improvement member contributions, legal services
Projects (CIP) budget includes $24.3 mil- agreement with Filarsky & Watt, approval
lion of funding for street, traffic signals, of jail staffing services agreement, state
sewer, storm drain, facilities and parks park development grant for Pearl Park,
improvements. The CIP also reflects $8.1 athletic field use and allocation policy.

Agenda Forecast

Damion Lloyd, a member of the
Fullerton College Stadium Opposition
Group, which represents over 500 signatories, and nearly 450 homes in the
Fullerton College area, said that the
recently-released Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) regarding the proposed stadium found that there are serious impacts
of noise, traffic, and recreation that cannot be mitigated.
“These issues will be detrimental to our
neighborhood, and to the whole city of
Fullerton,” Lloyd said, and called the
project unnecessary and wasteful.

Councilmember Flory asked that this
item be agendized for the next meeting, so
council has a chance to weigh in and
respond to the stadium EIR.
“It may be possible that the stadium is
just not a good fit for that location,” Flory
said.
Members of the public may read the
report and respond by visiting www.fullcoll.edu/campusprojects/projects.The public
comment period on the EIR ends June
28.
See related stories on
frontpage & page 17

Council Approves Plan for Community
Development Block Grant and
Home Investment Partnerships Programs
The council approved an action plan for
use of Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) projects, and HOME
Investment Partnerships.
The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) will provide
Fullerton with $1,385,159 in CDBG funds
(a 4.2% decrease from 2018) and $522,322
in HOME funding.
The action plan has no fiscal impact to the
city’s general fund, as the programs are 100
percent federally funded. The action plan has
the following goals:
•Development of affordable housing,
including housing for people with special
needs and veterans

•Rehabilitation of substandard
housing
•Assistance to non-profit
organizations that provide
public services
•Support of Fair Housing Practices
•Job creation and retention
•Assistance to the homeless or
those at-risk of becoming homeless
•Provide for public infrastructure
including streets, streetscape, flood
and sewer improvements, ADA
Transition Plan and additional ADA
improvements throughout the city to
address accessibility.

RECREATIONAL SWIM
Recreational Open Swim is open to
persons of all ages from 6pm to 8pm
on Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;
7pm to 9pm on Tues., and Thurs.;
and from 12:30pm to 2:30pm on
Saturday at the Fullerton
Community Center. $4

LEARN MORE AT www.fastswimming.net
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Rancho La Paz
Residents Ask
Council For Help
A large group of residents from Rancho
La Paz Mobile Home Park in Fullerton
attended the council meeting with signs,
expressing their protest of the massive rent
increases proposed by the park’s new
owner, John Saunders. The members,
who have spoken at numerous meetings
before, asked council for help with an
ordinance preventing these rent hikes.
“My name is Todd Harrison and I’m
one of the endangered residents of
Rancho La Paz Mobile Home Park,” said
one resident.
Harrison said that, since the proposed
rent increases, over 40 mobile homes are
for sale in the park, and their values are
dropping.
“As the situation now stands, without
assistance from this council, there are residents who will be forced out of Rancho
La Paz with no equity or compensation of
any kind,” Harrison said, “They will be
homeless and unable to afford housing
anywhere in California, let alone here in
Fullerton, where many have been residents for decades.”
He said that Mr. Saunders has not committed to any specific rent reductions:
“Mr Mayor, council members, Mr.
Saunders lied to you. He still flat-out
declares that he is not negotiating, and
that his current 2.5-year profitability goal
is around 300% of existing rents.”
Additionally, recent construction in the
park has temporarily eliminated visitor
parking, blocking caregivers and providers
of service for the senior park. This construction has also closed the swimming
pool, a listed amenity of the park, which
is also affecting home values.
June Perez, another resident who has
spoken many times during council meetings, asked those in the audience who are
from Rancho La Paz or support the cause
to raise their hands. The majority of the
nearly-full council chambers raised their
hands and held up signs.
“We’re approaching warm weather, and
our pool has been closed. We have seniors
who are arthritic who swim every single
day in that pool in order to keep healthy,”
Perez said. She urged council to read
about the background and track record of
Mr. Saunders, who has done this with
other mobile home parks.
Back in February, when Mr. Saunders

ANTI-GOUGING: Homeowners of Rancho La Paz mobile home park in Fullerton/Anaheim showed up at the June 4 Fullerton City
Council meeting to urge council to enact an ordinance to protect them from rent gouging.
bought the park, Perez and her husband sion about the homeless situation in
(who is nearly 90) got a notice of a Orange County and LA county getting
$390/month rent increase.
increasingly worse, and many of them are
“I cannot tell you the number of hours people who can’t pay their rent. I’m afraid
of sleep that have been lost in that park my husband and I may be joining them.
since Feb 28 when we got our notice,” It’s a heck of a way to end a career. He
Perez said, “Our minds and
spent 20 years in the milihearts are being affected by
tary. Both of us spent 25
“Without
postponing this. We need
years as missionaries, serving
assistance
some help.”
God. I just want you to
from city
Perez said that it is in
know we’re still here, and
council’s power to enact an
we’re still suffering. And
council, there
ordinance to prevent this
we’re betting on you.”
are residents
kind of rent-gouging.
“We need you [elected
who will be
Another resident named
officials] to be as angry as we
forced out of
Debbie said, “I now have
are,” said another resident.
extreme anxiety because of
“Most
people don’t believe
Rancho La
the enormous rent increasthere’s
anything
to be done,
Paz.”
es.” She said she has applied
and all they have is fear, and
for food stamps, raised her
the little anger goes away.
car insurance deductible,
But we’re not going away. I
and is having to give up her long-term know that none of us wants to leave our
health care insurance and life insurance in homes, want to leave our friends, want to
anticipation of the rent increase.
leave this beautiful city of Fullerton, this
“So I’ll need to choose between life wonderful county of Orange, let alone
insurance and space rent when the time this state of California. We need your help
comes,” she said.
to stand up, get angry. Show that you are
“We’re still here and we are really count- not afraid.”
ing on you,” said Rosemary McCloud.
The truth is there is something council
“Tonight there was a program on televi- can do—they can enact a rent stabiliza-

PHOTO BY JESSE

LA TOUR

tion [aka rent control] ordinance for
mobile home parks, as numerous other
cities (including San Juan Capistrano)
have done, to protect residents from
unreasonable rent increases.
Council Member Flory said she has spoken to the city attorney about looking
into options for Rancho la Paz, and he
said that he will have a report in a couple
of weeks.
“Rent control is a heavier lift than some
other more creative kind of thing, but I
would like for our council to be presented
with options prior to our July meeting so
we’re ready to spring if there’s something
to spring about. We don’t know where we
are on this right now,” said Flory.
Council member Ahmad Zahra said,
“We need to look out for one another and
not ignore neighbors who are struggling.
For the residents of Rancho La Paz, we are
not just listening. We are looking actively
for some solution. We are hoping that
some resolution will come…we are looking at all options, and they are on the
table.”
City Manager Ken Domer reiterated
that the city attorney’s office is looking at
legal options for Rancho La Paz.

A View from a Rancho La Paz Homeowner

Pool Closed: In addition to 50% increases in space rent for mobile homeowners at
Rancho La Paz, amenities are disappearing. The pool has been shut down and visitor
parking spaces have been eliminated for up to six months to make way for construction
that won’t benefit homeowners.

My name is Todd Harrison and I am took pictures of the Realtor signs were
one of the endangered residents of no flyer was available. There are over 40
Rancho La Paz Mobile Home Park. homes for sale now.
Thank you Mr. Mayor and the City
Home prices are dropping rapidly, and
Council for listening to me again.
right now there are residents who are
Thank you in particular
underwater on their mortgages,
Councilwoman Flory for your Over 40 suddenly owing more than their
comments on our issue at the
homes homes are now worth. As the sitlast session. You clearly undernow stands, without assisare for uation
stand the damage Mr. Saunders
tance from this council there are
sale at residents who will be forced out
and those he fronts for are doing
to we residents of Rancho La the park. of RLP with no equity or comPaz.
pensation of any kind. They will
You spoke about the possibilibe homeless and unable to afford
ty that these abusive rent increases could housing anywhere in California, let
lead to many homes going on the mar- alone here in Fullerton where many have
ket at the same time and driving down been residents for decades.
the value of every home in the park. I
Mr. Saunders has again met with our
am here tonight to tell you all this is negotiating committee. As before that
more than a possibility.
meeting did not go well. He will not
The week before we received notice of commit to any numbers on paper and is
the 50% rent increase that started all unmoved by any human concerns about
this, there was ONE home for sale in all his constructive eviction of the present
of Rancho La Paz. In the last few days I homeowners. His comparables for rents
surveyed every street in the park. I gath- are 5 MHP’s that are occupied by nonered the sales flyers of homes for sale or senior families with Dual Wage Earners.
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Above: The Day of Music Float.

Below: Mo’s Music located on Harbor downtown.

SUMMERTIME, AND THE MUSIC’S EASY
Summer is nearly upon us and in
Fullerton we once again set the tone with
Day of Music, beginning at noon on
Friday, June 21, the first official day of
Summer.
This year we will venture into the world
of internet radio, live from our spacious
studios at Mo’s Fullerton Music. Find us
at: www.radiofreefullerton.com.
You can come by and stare at us
through the windows, or better yet, log in
and give us updates, let us know what
venues you have been to and who you will
be seeing next. We’ll even attempt to play
requests.
One thing for sure, we’ll cover a lot of
ground and, in addition to keeping everyone up to date with all of the venues all
over Fullerton, we’ll have some live performances in between spinning vinyl all
day, at least until Roger kicks us out, ha.
Fullerton has been and continues to be
home to many great musicians and it
seems logical to play a lot of their music
that day - from the early days of Fender
musical instrument fans Speedy West and
Jimmy Bryant to new releases by local
artists, You’ll just have to wait and find
out who they are. That’s our teaser of the
day.
The RadioFreeFullerton playlist will be
extensive and you will hear music that

spans nearly 70 years, most of it with a
local connection.
Did you know that Herb Alpert bought
his instruments from F. E. Olds and Son
here in Fullerton and shot an album cover
just off Raymond Avenue? He shot an
early music video there as well. We’ll put
one of their cornets in the studio window
for you to check out. Did you know three
different hit songs were recorded at the
Rhythm Room on Commonwealth,
across from the Police Station? We’ll have
all three singles on hand to play live on
the air.
You certainly know about the Sunny
Hills High School student who wrote
“These Days” at his house on Brookdale
when he was 16. That was Clyde Browne.
You’ll figure that one out. If not, how
about his friend and mentor who wrote
“Buy For Me The Rain,” a hit by the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band? He will be with
us too and tell the story about Clyde.
We’re going to travel that musical road
all day long, and include the Adolescents,
Agent Orange, Social Distortion, Lit, Kid
Ramos, Middle Class, Stacey Q, Berlin;
hey, maybe we will find some John Raitt
for you as well. All of these and many
more have Fullerton connections and we
have time to play them all.
Jim Washburn will join us as we venture

Photo Quiz
QUESTION:
Where in Fullerton is
this historic downtown
building (pictured at
left) located?
Send your answer to
Mike at
AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

LAST ISSUE’S QUIZ
Where in Fullerton is this sign
(pictured at right) located and
what is its significance?
Answer: Gary Carter Field is at the
Fullerton Sports Complex. Gary is a
member of baseball’s Hall of Fame,
and played locally at Sunny Hills High
School. He passed away in 2012.

through a wide variety of music and
insight only Jim can supply; also expect to
hear from Phyllis Fender, Steve Noonan,
Glenn and Brian (hey, that sounds familiar) Jerry Roach, Roger, and a number of
others who will ask me why I did not
mention their names here. Perfecting
imperfection is a difficult task.

A LITTLE MO RADIO
How appropriate that a radio show will
emanate from Mo’s. She was a disc jockey
herself for a while at a Washington radio
station. Also appropriate that we’ll be visible in the window, since she paid so
much attention to those displays over the

Airport Day

years. Mo was an original, and we honor
her this day, and every day, with music.
Any musician who has lived in this area
for a while knew her. We lost her in 2016,
but she lives on.
In addition, a stage will be set up inside
where bands who signed up will play three
songs each, two originals and one cover.
The live music feed can be found by
going to www.thedayofmusic.com and
there you will also find info regarding the
Titans feed. Lot’s going on that day in our
downtown!!
We will be streaming live at:
www.radiofreefullerton.com starting at
noon.
FREE events are always best eh? A
large assortment of impressive types of
aircraft will be on display, you will experience flyovers and aerial demonstrations and dig some live music. There
will be activities for kids, helicopter and
airplane rides (for a fee) and more. Ever
been in the control tower at our
Fullerton Municipal Airport? Me neither, but you can tour that too! Come
out for food and drinks, raffles, prizes,
and to have a fun day in an exciting
environment.
See you there this Saturday, June 22nd
from 10am-4pm. The Fullerton Airport
is located at 4011 W. Commonwealth.
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“MUSICAL NUMBERS” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

The Zac Foundation Brings Water
Safety Camp to Fullerton
Story and Photos by Jere Greene
At the beginning of summer every year
the Boys and Girls Club invites the Zac
Foundation Camp to the Community
Center pool. The Zac Camp features a
week's exposure to life-saving skills with
their Water Safety Program.
Members of the Fullerton Aquatic
Swim Team FAST teach the basics from
being comfortable in the water, to floating, to swimming and water rescue.
This year over 125 kids between the
ages of five and nine were divided into
small, manageable groups. These groups
then rotate between classroom information sessions, to viewing equipment
demonstrations by First Responders from

the police and fire departments along with
Care Ambulance, and of course, the pool.
At the end of the week, all receive recognition during the final Graduation
Ceremony.
The Zac Foundation was established in
2008 by Karen and Brian Cohn after the
loss of their 6-year-old son Zachary
Archer Cohn who became trapped in the
drain of their backyard swimming pool.
Through education and advocacy, the
Foundation has educated more than
10,000 children and their families on the
importance of water safety and is dedicated to continue preparing more for a lifetime of water safety. More information
can be found on Facebook, Twitter and
www.TheZacFoundation.org.

ACROSS
1. Not completely closed
5. Bikini parts
9. Taj Mahal city
13. Not a hi-knot?
15. Ill-mannered
16. KROQ’s Kevin and ___
17. First Hebrew letter
18. Spanish bears
19. Television prize
20. “Closer” band led by Trent Reznor
23. “Hold on a ___!”
24. Restaurant abbr. for
the non-kitchen area
25. Little troublemaker
26. Letter after sigma
29. December, 1963
(Oh, What a Night)” group
33. British espionage author
John Le ___

DOWN

Crash at Sunny Hills Post Office: A car crashed through the windows of the
Sunny Hills Post Office on Sunnycrest Drive. The US Postal Service is considering closing
the branch post office because the landlord declined to renew the lease. A public notice of a
meeting to explain the possible relocation and hear comments from the public took place
June 5 in the lobby. Comments on the proposed closure may be sent to:
Dean Cameron, Pacific Facilities Service Office, US Postal Service,
1300 Evans Ave., #200, San Francisco, CA 94188-8200.

1. Alda and Arkin
2. Illinois city southwest of Chicago
3. “Let’s sit on ___ to rest.”
4. It may be skipped
5. Pamphlet
6. Hurry up
7. Beloved of Aphrodite
8. Type of seed or oil
9. Brother of Cain
10. Diamond, ruby or emerald
11. Battering device
12. 1999 Al Pacino film
“___ Given Sunday”
14. ___ ball (swing and miss)
21. Jordanian Queen, et al
22. Apple device
27. It’s just for openers
28. ___-friendly
30. Fashionable online?
31. 2001 extended film
“Apocalypse Now ___”

34. “The Divine Comedy” writer
35. Slangy assent
38. Four-door
41. Lascivious look
42. Loft
44. “It didn’t ___ be like that.”
46. “Unwell” band led by Rob Thomas
51. Fed. benefits program
52. Sea eagle
53. ___ Solo of “Star Wars”
54. Battery size
56. “Joy to the World” group
60. Off-color
62. Biblical twin
63. “Can you hear___?”
64. Sacred Hindu writings
65. Bell sound
66. Offspring
67. Monopoly card
68. Egyptian cross
69. Stockings

32. Parlor
35. Thanksgiving dish
36. LAX postings
37. It can be good or bad
39. “It was ___ they just disappeared.”
40. Current silver, abbr.?
43. “Moonstruck” actress
45. Sport with a racquet
47. “She’s trying to ___
champion horse.”
48. Loretta Lynn’s 1972 hit
“___ the Way”
49. Mention your Spanish
uncle on Instagram?
50. Louts
55. Answer (for)
57. Top dog
58. Musty
59. Allergic reaction
60. Underwear brand
61. “Malcolm X” director

CAPRI SHOES
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Meet Mona
by Francine

Mona Amoon is a lady with a positive
attitude. She is the co-developer and
manager of the Fullerton
Certified Farmers Market
at Independence Park.
Mrs. Amoon says that
“The idea came during the
1980’s when we heard that
markets were forming in
Los Angeles.” After hearing
this, Mona and her team
decided to visit the
Fullerton City Council
about the idea of starting a
farmers market. Since
many people were interested, the council agreed to start this project. This was
only the beginning of a great accomplishment.
The first Fullerton Farmers market
was held at Ford Park in 1981, and later

Luis Suarez

EVERY WEDNESDAY FARMERS MARKET

moved to Woodcrest Park for many
years. Mrs. Amoon, and her co-founders
Marian Sussman and Kaye Thomas
played different roles in helping the
market thrive.
Mona Amoon believes that the purpose of a Farmers Market
is not only to bring fruits
and vegetables to the
community but to also
bring people together to
enjoy socializing. At the
same time this benefits
local farmers.
People today tend to
spend more time at their
homes with interaction
done only through
phones or other electronic devices. Visit
the Certified Farmers Market, now
located in Independence Park on
Valencia Drive between 8am and 1pm
every Wednesday and look to be greeted
by sweet Mona Amoon.

by Alli

Luis Suarez is one of the ten
regional farmers who sell produce at
the Fullerton Certified Farmers
Market. His was one of the first
farms to join the Fullerton market.
He is often accompanied by his
daughter Jasmine Suarez, 19, when
she is not attending classes. Jasmine,
who is still deciding whether to follow in the family business or branch
out into another career path, says,
“My parents have been working the
farm for 27 years, basically all my
life.” They sell fresh fruits and vegetables, including tomatoes, spinach,
onions, asparagus, broccoli, lettuce,
bell peppers, and strawberries.
Their 20-acre farm is located in
Perris about 53 miles away from
Fullerton. They currently sell their fresh vegetables at three farmers markets.
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Ha’s Apple Farm
by Alli

Kwang Roe is in charge of selling apples, eggs, flowers,
plums, pears, and more from Ha’s Apple Farm.

Ha’s Apple Farm has had a
booth for ten years at the
Fullerton Certified Farmers
Market, where Kwang Roe
mainly sells a variety of sweet
and tart apples with great texture. He says, “We have very
good apples and I want people
to enjoy the taste.”
During winter, there are also
pears and a range of products
made from apples, such as
dried apples, fruit rolls, apple
jelly, and apple cider vinegar.
Along with their apple products, you can find duck and
chicken eggs and occasionally
different types of flowers such
as peonies and lilies. In the
summer he sells different types
of melons grown from special
seeds, and variety of plums.
Everything is grown at the 40acre farm located in Tehachapi.

Silvia sells
fresh
Argentinean
Empanadas
and cousins
Eder &
Joseph sell
Salvadorian
cuisine.

Food Booths: Besides fresh produce
and plants, there are several food vendors
at the Wednesday’s Market including Silvia
Monsreal (shown above) who sells freshly
baked savory and sweet empanadas which
she makes from old Argentinean recipes
and Fullerton cousins Eder Rivas and
Joseph Gutierrez (shown at right) who sell
Salvadorian cuisine from their booth. They
started the business several years ago.

* 1521 S. HARBOR BLVD. (PARTY CITY PARKING LOT)
SUNSET LANE EDUCATION FOUNDATION

BY STATE AND LOCAL LAWS * Check local ordinances for sale and use of State Approved Fireworks.
* PRODUCT AVAILABILITY GOVERNEDFor
more information on Fullerton visit www.cityoffullerton.com
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by Francine V

10/10 Summer Reading
Are You Up For The Challenge?
Let’s get real. Unless we are the type
who truly love books, we would rather
spend the summer break doing other stuff
than flipping those pages. I am definitely
one of those who needs some motivation.
Luckily, on the last day of school, a new
reading challenge, similar to the 40/40
(40 books for the 40 weeks of school), was
launched by our Language Arts teacher. It
is called 10/10 which stands for 10 books
for the 10 weeks of summer.
The challenge is to finish a book each
week for a total of 10 books throughout
the summer. We were each given a form
to record the books we read and to turn in
when we go back to school.
I guess it should somehow make me
excited. After all, the 40/40 challenge
during the school year turned out to be
really fun. At the time, no one told us that
those who met or exceeded the challenge
would be rewarded with a surprise invitation to lunch parties in school. I felt
accomplished and proud that I managed
to surpass the required books to read each
week.
Is it worth challenging ourselves to finish a book each week this summer? I
think so and the benefit is not limited to
expanding our vocabulary but also

improves comprehension and concentration which could
help us perform better, not just in school, but when playing
our games, too.
We can also participate in several other
summer reading programs and earn
rewards or prizes. Below are some reading
programs that give out prizes:
• Fullerton Public Library Summer
Reading Program, June 3 - Aug 18. Earn
prizes when you log the minutes you
spend reading books you have borrowed
from the library.

•www.audiobooksync.com Sync is a
free summer audiobook program for teens
13+.

NEED HELP FINDING BOOKS THAT WILL KEEP YOU INTERESTED
THROUGH THE LAST PAGE? CHECK OUT SOME OF THESE BOOKS:
10.

5.

Bridge to Terabithia
by
Katherine Paterson
(Children’s American
fantasy/drama,
Newberry Medal,
adapted to movie by
Walt Disney)

The Outsiders
by
S.E. Hinton
(Young Adult
Fiction, multiawarded book,
adapted into film)

9.
Stargirl
by
Jerry Spinelli
(Young Adult
Fiction, NYT
Bestseller, multiawarded novel)

LET’S CELEBRATE!

ITS JOKE TIME!

by Alexandria

by Joy

U.S. ARMY
BIRTHDAY

‘DAD JOKES’
EDITION

Did you know the US Army is older
than the United States itself? The birthday
of the army is on June 14th. The US
Army was formed on the 14th of July in
1775. Before the official army was
formed, it started off as a group of amateur troops during the American
Revolution. As battle approached the
troops, the revolutionaries realized that
they needed more experienced soldiers if
they wanted to stand a chance against
Britain. Then, the first official army was
formed. It was made up of experienced
riflemen and was led by George
Washington.

How many apples grow on a tree?
All of them.
Want to hear a joke about paper?
Nevermind, it’s tearable.
Why did the coffee
file a police report?
It got mugged.
Dad: Can I see your report card?
Me: I don’t have it.
Dad: Why not?
Me: I lent it to my friend so he could scare
his parents.

FEATURED PET FOR ADOPTION

• www.dogobooks.com 2019 Summer
Reading Adventure, May 14 - Aug 18.
Write reviews of the books you have read
and win prizes (book prize pack or $10
gift card).
• Barnes & Noble Summer Reading
Program 2019, Aug 1-31. Earn a free
book when you submit a list of 8 books
you have read.
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by Katherine and Katie

Meet Lizzy
“Don’t let a black cat cross your path,
for bad luck will follow.” This is an old
superstition… that is not true. Lizzy is a
black cat, but don’t let that old saying get
to you. When she crosses your path, love
and affection will follow. Lizzy is a cat
with mesmerizing green eyes, and a shiny
black coat of fur. She loves to play, so she

needs an owner who could give her many
toys! She’s so sweet, and will love you to
pieces! Come meet her today, at the OC
Animal Care!
(Call
(714)935-6848
or
visit
http://www.ocpetinfo.com or visit OC
Animal Care at 1630 Victory Rd., in
Tustin, CA 92486.)

Bad News/Good News
Free Pet Adoptions at
OC Animal Care
Big announcement! OC Animal Care is
in trouble. They are currently at 112%
capacity, which means that it is overflowing… fast.
OC Animal Care is having (almost) free
adoptions until the capacity is down to
60%. Come down to the shelter now!

4.
A Long Walk
to Water
by
Linda Sue Park
(Fiction, Young
Readers Choice

8.

3.

A Crooked
Kind of Perfect
by
Linda Urban
(Fiction, selected for
best book list, and
nominated for awards)

The Alchemist
by
Paulo Coelho
(Novel,
international
bestseller)

7.

2.

The Little Prince
by
Antoine de Saint
Exupéry
(Fable/Novella,
one of the bestselling,
most translated French
books ever published,
movie version available
on Netflix)

The Running
Dream
by
Wendelin Van
Draanen
(Realistic Fiction,
award-winning and
inspiring novel)

6.

1.

The Ear, The Eye,
and The Arm
by
Nancy Farmer
(Science Fiction,
Newberry Honor)

Chicken Soup for
the Kid, Preteen
and Teen Soul
(a collection of
books that are
truly inspiring).

WHAT’S
TRENDING?
by Irene

Summer Fashion
Summer is a time for teens to spend
endless hours shopping and looking for
new clothes. And with that, more and
more shops and brands are able to advertise their clothing for teens. A few of the
current hottest and trendiest teen clothing brands include: Pacsun, Brandy
Melville, Supreme, Lululemon, and
Adidas. These stores and brands sell
clothing ranging from sportswear to formal attire. These types of clothing suit
the needs of teens and their fashion preferences.

With summer comes clothes that are
easy-to-wear, lightweight, and vibrant, fitting the weather and season. A fashion
trend predicted to make a boom during
the summer is tie dye. Elizabeth von der
Goltz states, “We are loving a California
cool vibe for the warmer months, including upbeat and casual trends such as
Hawaiian shirts, bucket hats, racer back
tank tops, and anything tie-dye” Another
popular fashion trend is to add accessories
such as belts and sunglasses to spice up an
outfit, and bring flashbacks of the 90’s.
These two accessories are examples of
clothing items that tie together an outfit,
adding a finishing touch. All of these instyle summer clothing trends are totally
ready to taken on the fashion industry.
https://www.elle.com/fashion/shopping/a27
611613/summer-fashion-trends-2019/
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History of Intercity Passenger Rail Service
to Fullerton, in the Pre-Amtrak Era
by Brian Yanity
Before passenger trains serving
Fullerton were taken over by Amtrak in
1971, the Santa Fe Railway was the city’s
primary ‘intercity’ passenger railroad.
The Santa Fe’s arrival to the area in 1887,
and its role in the establishment of
Fullerton, was explored in a previous article in this series in the Early May 2019
issue of the Fullerton Observer. The
Union Pacific (UP) Railroad also ran local
passenger trains to Anaheim via Fullerton,
which connected to long-distance trains
in Los Angeles. This lasted only until
1929, just six years after the opening of
the UP depot, when UP passenger rail
service was replaced with Union Pacific
Stage Co. buses connecting to mainline
passenger trains at East Los Angeles. The
inter-urban Pacific Electric Railway also
connected Fullerton to cities across
Southern California from 1917 until regular ‘Red Car’ passenger service ended in
1938 (described in a previous “Rail Town”
article in the Mid May 2019 Fullerton
Observer). However, the Pacific Electric
was considered a regional trolley transit
system and not a true ‘intercity’ railroad
which offered passenger service for longdistance travel.

Santa Fe Railway
The Santa Fe (formally known as the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway)
continuously provided passenger service
to Fullerton from 1888 until the start of
Amtrak in 1971. Before the “Placentia
Cutoff ” (the connecting railroad tracks
built east of Fullerton station) was completed in 1910, service through Fullerton

was focused on the LA-San Diego ‘Surf
Line’ route. By 1911, local LA-San
Bernardino passenger trains stopped at
Fullerton in addition to LA-San Diego
service. Below are described several
notable Santa Fe trains which ran through
the city.

The Angel and The Saint
A notable ‘first-class’ passenger service,
that stopped at Fullerton from 1912 to
1918, were a pair of Santa Fe overnight
trains which ran San Diego-LA-San
Francisco: “The Angel” (southbound to
Los Angeles and San Diego), and ”The
Saint” (northbound to San Francisco).
The route from San Diego went through
Fullerton to Los Angeles, then through
San Bernardino, Barstow, Tehachapi,
Fresno and Stockton to a ferry connection
to San Francisco. The whole San Diego to
San Francisco trip took about 21 hours
each way.

Grand Canyon Limited
The Grand Canyon Limited ran more
or less the same route as today’s Amtrak
Southwest Chief train from Los Angeles
to Chicago. Entering service in 1929, the
Santa Fe’s Grand Canyon Limited first ran
through Pasadena until the route was
shifted to Fullerton ten years later (though
it temporarily went back through
Pasadena again 1943-46). From 1946
onwards it made a Fullerton stop daily for
a quarter century until Amtrak took over
Santa Fe passenger services in 1971. True
to its name, the Grand Canyon Limited
provided a direct connection at Williams,
Arizona for tourists taking the Santa Fe’s

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (ATSF) F7A 310L locomotive with train #76, the San
Diegan arriving at Fullerton station on August 20, 1967. The train shown in this photo
consisted of 4 ‘F-unit’ locomotive sections, 11 coaches, 1 coach-lounge, and 1 baggage car.
Due to an ATSF Family Fare Program instituted for the summer months, this particular
San Diegan was larger than normal. Note the passenger at right with a surfboard, a tradition which some passengers continue today on the Amtrak Pacific Surfliner and
Metrolink Orange County Line trains. PHOTO BY ROGER PUTA, PUBLIC DOMAIN
Grand Canyon Railway to the South Rim
of the Grand Canyon. The “Canyon”, as
it was popularly known, was not
Fullerton’s first long-distance ‘trans-continental’ train. At various times from about
1915 to 1940, the Santa Fe’s Missionary,
Scout, and Navajo trains stopped at
Fullerton with direct service to Chicago.

The San Diegan
The San Diegan began service on
March 28, 1938, making two round trips
per day between Los Angeles and San
Diego. It was an ‘express’ upgrade of the
Santa Fe’s well-established and popular
Los Angeles-San Diego “Surf Line” rail
corridor service. Faster trains using the
new diesel-electric ‘streamliner’ locomotives (like the one shown at Fullerton in
the 1967 photo above), replaced the earlier generation of steam locomotives.
Service doubled to four round trips daily
trains in 1941. For the first few years,
between San Diego and Los Angeles the
San Diegan stopped only at Santa Ana
and Oceanside with special racetrack ‘flag
stops’ at Del Mar. Similarly, the train
made a “conditional discharge stop” each
way in Fullerton starting in the mid-

1940s. Regularly-scheduled San Diegan
service to Fullerton started on September
29, 1953, when two trains each way
began to make scheduled stops. By the
mid-1950s, frequency of the San Diegan
reached seven trains per day. It was
dropped to three daily trains each way in
1965. After Amtrak took over in 1971,
service was gradually increased back up to
seven round trips per day by 1980, and
eleven by 1998, with some trips extending
to Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo.
In 2000, Amtrak renamed the service the
Pacific Surfliner.
Future articles in this series, in upcoming issues of the Fullerton Observer, will
explore the decline of U.S. passenger rail
service during the second half of the 20th
century, and the story of the two passenger railroads serving Fullerton today:
Amtrak and Metrolink.
The author would like to thank Harold
Benash and Dave Norris of the Southern
California
Rail
Plaza
Association/Fullerton Train Museum
(www.fullertontrainmuseum.org<http://ww
w.fullertontrainmuseum.org> ) for providing historical information and review of
this article.

HEALTHY GUMS THROUGH TO ADULTHOOD
Children and teens should bear in
mind that, along with tooth decay,
gum disease poses the biggest threat to
dental health. Statistics reveal that
about half of adults aged 30 years and
older have mild, moderate, or severe
gum inflammation. By age 70, the percentage of adults with gum disease rises
to about 70 percent. To avoid becoming a statistic, children and teens are
advised to make a regular habit of
brushing and flossing twice daily and
getting regular dental checkups.
Beyond these recommendations,
young adults should avoid smoking,
which compromises healing and
increases the risk of developing gum
disease. Some studies also indicate that

mouthwash containing chlorhexidine
(an antibacterial ingredient) helps control plaque and gingivitis.
As gum disease progresses from its
mildest form (gingivitis) to its more
severe form (periodontitis), infected
tissues surrounding teeth no longer
offer support, leading to tooth loss.
Taught early enough, healthy habits
will turn into healthy lifestyles. Begin
with proper brushing and flossing
techniques, and continue with regular
professional care and cleanings for a
healthy smile that will last a lifetime.
For more information on how to get
your child’s dental experience off to a
good start please call us. We have both
children and adults as patients.

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com
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At Left:
Panelists Professor Davey D, a historian, DJ and journalist, organizer
and MC Keyanna Celina, and
Cerritos College Professor Damon
Cagnolatti listen to moderator
Dr. Kristine Wright, an expert
in African American studies,
urban education, media and
popular culture.
Below:
Activist Keyanna Celina speaks
about hip hop artist Nipsey Hussle
who was killed earlier this year
in Los Angeles. He was using the
economic success of hip hop to build
up an economically-independent
community in his
South Central neighborhood.

The Power of Hip Hop:
a Panel Discussion by Jesse La Tour
The Fullerton Museum Center hosted a
panel discussion on Sunday, June 9 entitled “The Power of Hip Hop” in conjunction with its current exhibit “Custom
Beats: The Art of Hip Hop” which is on
display through August 4.
The discussion was moderated by Dr.
Kristine M. Wright, an educator, sociologist, and an expert in African American
studies, social stratification, urban education, media, and popular culture.
The panelists included: Damon
Cagnolatti (professor at Cerritos College)
Keyanna Celina (organizer, activist, MC,
and part of the Coalition for Community
Control of the Police), and Davey D (historian, DJ, professor, journalist).
Here are the questions discussed:

How has hip hop been
powerful in your personal life?
Davey D, who grew up in the Bronx in
the 1970s, where hip hop was born, said
that this new music “was an activity that
was centered around community.”
At a time and place where there was a
lot of poverty and racial division, hip hop
gave him, “a sense of extreme confidence…it’s a confidence of knowing that
I can create something out of nothing,
that I can find a way out of no way, that I
can stand up in the face of what some
might feel are insurmountable odds and
persevere.”
For Keyanna Celina, who grew up as a
foster kid, “hip hop was a thread when I
was going from foster home to foster
home, that was one constant.” Queen
Latifah on the radio was like a “big sister”
who gave her confidence: “It’s been the
blood going through my veins when I was
young, I wrote poetry, and the poetry
became raps, so it’s my superpower.”
“I think hip hop is the blood flowing
though the veins of poor and oppressed
people,” Celina said, “I have had the
opportunity to travel abroad, and no matter where I have travelled, poor people listen to hip hop. It is their shield. It is their
armor. It is their confidence.”
Damon Cagnolatti said that, for him,
hip hop was something that unified him
and his father.
“When we would go on camping trips
or skiing trips, on the road, the music we
listened to was Ice Cube, A Tribe Called
Quest, etc,” he said.
Additionally, for Cagnolatti, hip hop
was something that gave him knowledge
that he didn’t learn in school. He recalled
going to the famous Eso Won bookstore
in South Los Angeles, which he called “a
treasure of hidden knowledge.”
“I remember having a history textbook

that literally said that slave masters treated
their slaves with care, kindness, and compassion,” Cagnolatti said, “This was in the
90s, after the LA riots. And I remember
thinking that was problematic because of
2pac’s first album—he’s literally rapping
about the history of slavery.”
In college, Cagnolatti became an
English major, was able to make connections between the poetry of classics like
Shakespeare and Chaucer, and the poetry
of hip hop.
Building on this notion of community
and education, Davey D talked about
groups that have historically filled an educational void in black communities.
He said that there was a divide between
his parents, who were part of the 1960s
Civil Rights movement, and his generation, that was into hip hop. While his parents generation were sometimes “embarrassed” by hip hop, some of the more radical groups of the 1970s (such as the Five
Percent Nation, the Black Panthers, and
The Nation of Islam) embraced hip hop
as a way to reach the younger generation.
He mentioned groups like The Last
Poets, the Watts Prophets, and Gil ScottHeron, who were creating hip hop about
real social issues, not just as entertainment.
In 1986, at a place called The Latin
Quarter, a group of artists and activists got
together to use hip hop to speak to problems facing black people at that time, such
as the fight to end apartheid in South
Africa, racial tension, and the crack epidemic. Out of these meetings came an
intentionality in the late 1980s to infuse
hip hop with a certain “Afro-centricity.”
“What I’m talking about is just people
looking at their conditions and saying,
‘Something has got to change, and how
can I make that a reality?’” Davey said,
“There are songs dealing with racism,
police brutality, knowledge of self.”

What is the economic
power of hip hop?
Celina talked about Nipsey Hussle, a
hip hop artist who was killed earlier this
year in Los Angeles, who was using the
economic success of hip hop to build up
an economically-independent community
in his neighborhood in South Central Los
Angeles.
She talked about the history of earlier
efforts at black economic independence
that were often thwarted by racism, such
as black townships like the one in Tulsa,
Oklahoma that were burned to the
ground.
She talked about black veterans of the
Civil War who were promised 40 acres

and a mule for their service, who were run roles of leadership.
off their land, facing Klan terrorism, and
In hip hop, Cagnolatti sees the reconcilJim Crow laws aimed at limiting the aspi- iation of the views of Washington and
rations of black economic success.
DuBois, where you have artists like E40
In this context of the struggle for black and Master P building their own indeeconomic success and independence came pendent business models.
Nipsey Hussle, who sought to unite diviAnd then Nipsey, who was influenced
sions within his community (like the by the vision and philosophies of economCrips and Bloods), and to build up black- ic independence that were pioneered by
owned business in his neighborhood.
Master P and E 40, which can be summed
In the context of outside economic up in a phrase that Nipsey repeats: “X out
interests creating gentrification in brown the middle man,” meaning the record
and black communities in LA and across labels.
the country, Nipsey Hussle
“Nipsey Hussle is embrac“was creating a black towning economic independence
ship—he was buying a busion his own terms. Nipsey had
ness. That’s power. When you “Hip hop is the a vision for all these indeblood flowing pendent black enclaves to be
are able to have economic
control over your lives, that’s
able to take back economic
though the
power,” Celina said.
and
social power…Nipsey
veins of poor
Hussle was employing
initiates a long-term vision of
and oppressed success that fuses both
thousands of people, and was
people.”
getting ready to unfold an
DuBois and Washington’s
economic version of the Black
economic
philosophies,”
Lives Matter movement, --Keyanna Celina
Cagnolatti said.
when he was killed in front of
Davey D, the historian, said
his store this March.
that economic independence
“Nipsey was a threat because he was not in hip hop actually traces its roots more to
down with the power structure,” Celina the movement of Marcus Garvey than
said, “Nipsey was a grassroots brother DuBois and Washington.
who came up, ran his marathon, and then
DuBois and Washington did not like
got himself on without having to kiss any- the hip hop of their day, which was ragbody’s ring or sell out.”
time and jazz.
Professor Cagnolatti gave some histori“When jazz was coming up, it was a
cal context to the discussion of the eco- raw, nasty, found in the brothel sort of
nomic power of hip hop and black busi- thing that was capturing the attention of
ness, placing its roots in a debate between everybody in the country, including a lot
black intellectuals Booker T. Washington of young white kids,” Davey said, “There
and W.E.B. Du Bois.
was an elite black class which included
In
his
Atlanta
Compromise, Washington and DuBois saying, ‘We
Washington laid out an economic plan for don’t do that.’ Marcus Garvey was like,
black folks after Reconstruction. In the ‘This is who we are.’ There’s a reason why
context of the Second Great Migration, Garvey’s movement was the largest movewhen lots of black people were moving ment in the country because it embraced
out of the South as a result of the KKK everybody. Hip hop is that. It comes out
and Jim Crow, Washington argued for of that.”
black folks to stay in the South and start
“There’s a power in culture, and culture
their own businesses and become more is a vibrant form of communication for a
economically literate.
lot of people; it’s a socializing agent all
DuBois responded to this in his classic around the world. And if you let the culbook The Souls of Black Folk, by arguing ture just go unchecked, people may rise
for a political vision of education— black up and rebel against things that they find
people need to not just own their own oppressive. People may economically
businesses, but they need to advance into empower themselves,” Davey said.
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Gardens, Greenhouses and Growth at
the FC Horticulture Department
“I fell in love with the professors and
Offering hands-on classes for homeowners, nursery and landscape employees, the classes that are here,” Ed said, “We
and students wishing to enter the “green have a permaculture set-up, a hydro setindustry,” the Horticulture Department up, and so you get the whole spectrum.”
Meeting Ed on the long porch of the
at Fullerton College is one of the leading
community college horticulture programs Horticulture Department’s administrative
in California. With two acres of land filled building, I was taken on a tour of the twowith plants, greenhouses and irrigation acre grounds, which included classrooms,
equipment, the department’s facilities gardens, greenhouses, and a converted
combine high technology with traditional World War II Army barrack.
We began at the Header House at the
landscaping and growing practices.
According to Fullerton College: A heart of the department. “Everything kind
Pictorial History, WPA funds were used to of radiates out of here,” said Ed. “So we
do our labs in here and also
build a greenhouse on the
plant propagations and cutFullerton Junior College
tings.” There were signs postcampus in 1937. The greened around the tables and walls
house was used for horticulWith two acres warning
students not to put
ture classes. Students propagated plants used for campus filled with plants their soil or other waste down
landscaping, saving money and greenhouses, the drains.
As Ed cleaned out a coffee
for other projects. With the the Horticulture
pot, I noticed some white
purchase of additional land
Department at containers holding seeds
in 1941 and 1946, the
Fullerton
labeled Zamia, a drought tolAgriculture Program was able
College is one erant plant with leathery
to create a working farm on
the north side of the campus.
of the leading leaves also referred to as the
cardboard plant, which stuBuilt by FJC students, the
programs in
dents were going to seed,
agriculture area included a
California.
propagate and then grow.
chicken house, calf and bull
Right outside the Header
barns, a greenhouse, a farm
House, used soil bins lined
shop, a sheep barn, a propathe wall across from three difgation house to shield young
plant cuttings, a lath house for older ferent greenhouses.
The two mist houses are areas of relaplants, feed lots and pasture land.
In 1949, FJC broadened the agriculture tively high humidity where plant cuttings
program. In addition to learning about can recover and start rooting, and where
the raising of crops, the culture of plants are misted almost every twenty
orchards, the destruction of pests, and the minutes.
The specimen house is “a room that we
rearing and breeding of animals, students
were also offered a course in packing, use to acclimate plants in a less humid
shipping, selling, and warehouse manage- environment, still getting regular water,
ment by a specialist trained by the but the plants are getting used to not
being in humid conditions all the time.”
California Fruit Exchange.
When asked about what kinds of
Today, the horticulture department
offers classes that afford students valuable degrees the FC Horticulture Department
knowledge about all aspects of horticul- currently offers, Ed stated that there are
ture and agriculture, according to Ed three associate degrees: Nursery
Kim, a former Fullerton College student Management, Ornamental Horticulture
and intern who now works as a and Landscape Management; as well as
Horticulture Lab Technician with the certificates in proficiency in Greenhouse
and Nursery Production, Landscape
department.
“My main job here is supporting the Design and Management, Irrigation, Pest
and
Ornamental
staff with their labs, maintaining the Management
grounds, and also overseeing the daily Horticulture.
We walked back to the administrative
operations
of
the
Horticulture
building, where I was shown two different
Department.”
Earning his Associate’s degree in classrooms. One was for lecture classes,
Nursery Management, Ed propagated, such as Principles of Horticulture.
“If you just want to get your hands
seeded and divided a bunch of plants,
which would later be sold at the depart- dirty, this is the perfect class for it. We
learn how to make compost, vermicomment’s yearly on-campus events.

Ed Kim, Horticulture Lab Technician at Fullerton College.
posting, how to make worm tea, and actually plant veggies in the garden. So we
propagate from seeds and also from cuttings.”
The other classroom was lab space,
where the soils class is taught. “You can do
soil analysis. You can bring soil in from
your home and then we can analyze it.”
Next, we visited the old greenhouse.
Inside, besides having a good selection of
house plants, shade-tolerants, succulents,
and different kinds of flowers, there were
also pet animals, including a horned toad
named Aries and a pretty large corn snake.
The greenhouse is also home to hydroponics classes. “Essentially, hydroponics is
getting nutrient-water to your plants, and
people have come up with clearly ingenious methods to do it,” Ed explained.
There are also aquaponics classes held in
the greenhouse. Here, fish and plants
work together. The students feed the fish,
then in turn, the fish feed their plants.
Ed pointed to two blue fish tanks. “The
fish poop gets filtered out and then we
have brine shrimp breaking down the particles into smaller particles.” The particles
are fed into large white beds that extend
almost the entire length of the greenhouse.
Next, the students use deep-water culture, where plants are suspended on floating rafts with pockets that are placed in
the beds filled with water. “The plants’
roots would just be sitting in the water.
You might think: are the plants going to
drown? No, they’re just fine because we’re
adding dissolved oxygen. The roots are
just happy.”
Stepping outside the greenhouse, we
visited the permaculture garden, where a
patch of colorful nasturtium marked the
beginning of a small dirt path. Most of the
plants within this garden are edible.
“This is another teaching space,”
explained Ed, “We use plants that are really complementary to each other.”
There were also what Ed referred to as
“salad trees,” on which a lot of different
fruits are grafted onto one another. In

fact, I saw a beautiful example of two trees
from the same family in which one branch
was a flavor supreme pluot and the other
was a flavor king pluot.
Further into the permaculture garden, I
saw some fresh cut logs that had been
donated to the Horticulture Department
by a former student.
Within one log, there were mushroom
spawn with inoculated wooden dowels
that had holes drilled into them. The
dowels within this particular log had been
inoculated with mushroom mycelium.
Once the dowels were plugged in, wax
was applied to both holes and the top of
the log to keep the moisture in.
The stumps had already been buried six
to eight inches, meaning that they’d continually have moisture from the ground,
and the seed wouldn’t dry out. The mushroom mycelia would grow out and could
then be eaten.
“So we’ll be having more logs with different species,” said Ed as he pointed to
two other logs: one with lion’s mane and
the other with turkey tail.
The Horticulture Department at
Fullerton College strives to provide a program of instruction as unique and varied
as the students who enroll in their courses.
“We want to show what’s actually happening on the commercial side,” said Ed,
“so people can get hands-on experience
and if they want to do this, they can see
how it works.”
The department’s gardens, compost
piles and outdoor spaces benefit the bugs
and the birds of southern California,
while their programs provide gardeners
with unique plants, herbs, and vegetables.
For a behind the scenes tour of the
Fullerton
College
Horticulture
Department, check out my video by visiting www.fullertonobserver.com and clicking the tab labeled “Local.” Underneath
that tab, click on “Emerson Little
YouTube Channel,” which takes you
directly to my page.

Friday, June 21st
12pm to 10pm

150+ Free concerts
in over 40 venues throughout
the city of Fullerton.
www.thedayofmusic.com
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ROCKETMAN: Two Hits
Both biopic and musical, “Rocketman” creates a genre of
its own that invites the audience to immerse itself in the
motivations , the moods and the magic that make for the
genius that rocketed a shy Reginald Dwight into an outrageous rock-and-roll performer, achieving world-wide fame
before he was thirty.
The road that got Elton John there and the demands that
giftedness and hard work make on those able to create the
distinctive persona that a rock star needs to command the
world stage are the focus of “Rocketman.” Directed by
Dexter Fletcher, who also brought us “Bohemian Rhapsody,”
the two movies invite comparisons. However, “Rocketman”
requires and earns more from the audience as it occasionally
lapses into metaphoric scenes of magical realism.
Fletcher and screenwriter Lee Hall begin the film with a
plumed and feathered creature, sporting both angel wings
and devil horns, as he makes his way down a nondescript hall.
The startling creature joins a circle of ordinary-looking people gathered to tell about addictive behaviors that have taken
over their lives. Wearing bejeweled glasses, Elton John begins
his tale of addiction to alcohol, cocaine, and assorted drugs
that resulted in his attempted suicide.
Through flashbacks, we next see Elton as the small boy,
Reggie (Matthew Illesley), seated at a piano reproducing by
ear difficult musical selections he has heard. Mostly ignored
by his self-absorbed mother and his emotionally remote
father, Reggie has a grandmother (Gemma Jones), who intercedes for him and insists that the boy be given piano lessons.
Recognized as a true prodigy, Reggie’s talent earns him entry
into the Royal Academy of Music, where he studies the classical masters. But it isn’t until he is a teenager and hears rockand-roll music that he becomes engrossed and immersed in
writing music of his own.
As the adult Reginald (Taron Egerton), he connects with
music publisher Ray Williams (Charlie Rowe), who spots his
potential and connects him with lyricist Bernie Taupin
(Jamie Bell). The match is perfect as the unique talents of the
two men blend perfectly. They become lifelong friends and
collaborators. Williams soon signs them on for a three-album
contract.
Fame then comes quickly. When the owner of the
Troubadour in Hollywood offers him an on-stage performance opportunity, Williams and Taupin urge Reginald to
change his name The three of them come up with “Elton
John.” However, the old shyness remains until Elton decides
that in order to go out in front of a live audience he must
dress up in outrageous costumes and take on another persona.
This happens, as the on-stage Elton, dressed in sequins and
winged boots, pounds the piano and belts out “Crocodile
Rock” that electrifies the audience. Here a little magical realism takes place as Elton rises up from the piano bench and
the cheering audience appears to levitate with him. At a party
following the Troubadour performance, Elton is approached
by manager John Reid (Richard Madden), who recognizes
his talent and also his repressed homosexuality. They develop a relationship that later becomes fraught with emotional
and professional difficulties. It is the early 1970s, and homosexuality has not yet become an acceptable lifestyle.
Beneath the bravado of his outrageous performances, Elton
remains needy and insecure, Reid making it clear to him that
they are not nor will they ever be in an exclusive romantic
relationship. However, the emotional insecurity does not
affect Elton’s creativity. Dozens of songs, like “Your Song,”
“Don’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me,” “Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road” get written easily and quickly by Elton as he
works with Taupin’s lyrics.
Nevertheless, Elton’s emotional and physical health spirals
downhill, as he increases his use of drugs and alcohol. After
an attempt to drown himself in his backyard swimming pool,
he allows himself to be placed in rehab. And this is where we
see him as the plumed and feathered creature in the opening
scene. The rehab seems to have worked because a postscript
at the end of the film tells us that he has been free of drugs
and alcohol for the past 29 years.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

WED, JUNE 19
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine
Every Wednesday Farmers
Market at Independence Park
next to the DMV on Valencia
between Euclid and Highland in
Fullerton. Fresh produce including fruit, vegetables, plants, eggs,
flowers, baked goods, tamales,
empenadas, kettle korn, nuts,
and more.
•9am: Braille Institute Free
Series “Technology Workshop”
to help those with low vision stay
independent at the Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth. The series continues on first and third Wed.
through September. Stop by the
front desk or call 714-738-6575
to save a seat.
•4pm- 6pm Fullerton Boy
Scout Troop 1201 100th
Celebration:
Anniversary
Current and former members of
Troop 1201 celebrate the oldest
Troop in Fullerton with a BBQ
dinner and program at First
Presbyterian Church Fullerton,
838 N. Euclid, Fullerton. $25
register
online
at
https://troop1201centennial.event
brite.com. Questions call Pauline
Oldenburg at 714-612-4136.
THURS, JUNE 20
•4pm-8:30pm:
Fullerton
Outdoor Downtown Market
with live music beginning at
6:30pm, Beer & Wine Garden,
craft and hot food vendors, fresh
produce, flowers, kids activities.
Downtown Fullerton Plaza and
E. Wilshire between Harbor &
Pomona. (714) 738-6545
FRI, JUNE 21
•12pm-10pm: Day of Music
150 free concerts offered at over
40 venues around town. Free.
For more visit www.thedayofmusic.com
SAT, JUNE 26
•6pm: “Happy Birthday
America” Free Concert features
the live Fullerton Community
Band at Fullerton College Quad,
321 E. Chapman Ave, Fullerton.
Bring friends, family, lawn
chairs, blankets, a picnic and
enjoy music outside.
FRI, JUNE 28
•6pm: Outdoor Movie
“Thor” at Craig Regional Park,
3300 State College Blvd,
Fullerton. Pack a picnic, bring
blankets and lawn chairs. Free
parking beginning at 5pm. Some
pre-movie activities, food trucks
and beer & wine garden opens.
The show begins after sunset
around 8pm. Free
WED, JULY 3
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine
Every Wednesday Farmers
Market at Independence Park
next to the DMV on Valencia
between Euclid and Highland in
Fullerton. Fresh produce including fruit, vegetables, plants, eggs,
flowers, baked goods, tamales,
empenadas, kettle korn, nuts,
and more.
•9am: Braille Institute Free
Series “Staying Connected” at
the Fullerton Community
Center, 340 W. Commonwealth.
Call 714-738-6575 to RSVP
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THURS, JULY 4
•5pm-9pm: City 4th of July
Festival at Fullerton Union
High School Softball Field. Free
live music, roaming entertainment, food booths, activities for
all ages and fireworks show at
9pm. Call the Museum Center
at 714-738-6545 for more information. Free admission.
FRI, JULY 5
•6pm: Outdoor Movie
“Jurassic Park” at Craig
Regional Park, 3300 State
College Blvd, Fullerton. Pack a
picnic, bring blankets and lawn
chairs. Free parking beginning at
5pm. Some pre-movie activities,
food trucks and beer & wine
garden opens. The show begins
after sunset around 8pm. Free
THURS, JULY 11
•6pm-8pm: OC Registrar of
Voters Community Workshop
Come give your input on where
Vote Centers and Drop Boxes
should be located at this workshop at the Fullerton Pubic
Library, 353 W. Commonwealth
Ave. Also learn more and provide your thoughts by visiting
www.ocvote.com.
SAT, JULY 13
•9am: Fullerton Rec Riders
Gymkhana Show come watch
local riders and their horses in a
free show held at the Equestrian
Center Arena at Laguna Lake
Park, 2900 Lakeview Way,
Fullerton. (cancelled if it rains).
Visit www.fullertonrecriders.org.
SUN, JULY 14
•6pm-8pm: Friends of
Coyote Hills Nature Walk:
Summer hills are colorful. As
spring wanes and early summer
comes around one hears the
songs and calls of a multitude of
nesting birds, while at dusk
brush rabbits come out to forage
and the coyotes sing in celebration of the new season.
Moderately easy 2 to 2 1/2 mile
hike (with some uphill climbing) suitable for the entire family. Dogs are welcome on leashes.Meet at the open-gate
entrance to the Equestrian
Center of Laguna Lake Park, on
Lakeview just east of Euclid in
Fullerton. Wear comfortable
shoes and bring water to drink.
WED, JULY 17
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine
Every Wednesday Farmers
Market at Independence Park.
See June 5 post.
•9am: Braille Institute Free
Series “Business of Living” to
help those with low vision stay
independent, at the Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth. Call 714- 7386575 to save your seat.
THURS, JULY 18
•4pm-8:30pm: Fullerton
Outdoor Downtown Market
on E. Wilshire with live music
beginning at 6:30pm. See June
20 posting.
FRI, AUG 2
•6pm-10pm:
Fullerton
Downtown ArtWalk come
downtown and enjoy local art
exhibits at numerous venues

FREE SUMMER
CONCERTS
BUENA PARK

Wednesdays at 7pm
Boisseranc Park, 7520 Dale St.,
Buena Park 90620 (714)562-3860
Live music & Food trucks. Free
admission. Bring friends, family &
blankets or beach chairs. Also bring
your drum and join the pre-concert
drum circle each night from 5pm7pm.
•June 19: Just Pretending,
Pretenders tribute
•June 26: LA Sound Machine,
tribute to G. Estefan
& Miami Sound
•July 3: Biscuits & Gravy, R&B
•July 10: Uptown Funk,
Bruno Mars tribute

LA HABRA

Thursdays 6:30pm-8:30pm
Portola Park,
301 S. Euclid St, La Habra.
Live music, Free admission. Bring
friends, family & blankets or beach
chairs & picnic. Kids Zone arts &
crafts. No pets (except service dogs)
•June 20: Flashback Heart Attack
(80s cover)
•July 18: Desperado (Eagles)
•Aug 15: Mark Easterday (country)
•Aug 8: Jumping Jack Flash
(Rolling Stones tribute)

FULLERTON

Wednesdays 6:30pm-8:30pm
Fullerton Sports Complex, 560 E.
Silver Pine (off Bastanchury),
Live music & Food for sale. Free
admission. Bring friends, family &
blankets or beach chairs. Free family
arts & crafts. (714)738-3167
•July 10: Upstream
•July 17: Kid Ramos Memphis
•July 24: The Answer

Wednesdays 6:30pm-8:30pm
Hillcrest Park Great Lawn,
1200 N. Harbor, Fullerton (shuttle
from court house free parking)
•July 31: Bubba & Big Bad Blues

BREA

Wednesdays 6:30pm-8pm
Brea City Hall Park, 401 S. Brea
Blvd (just south of Imperial Hwy)
Live music, Tri-tip BBQ for sale.
Free admission. Bring friends, family
& blankets or beach chairs.
•July 10: Symphonic Winds
of the Pacific (patriotic)
•July 17: Alley Cats (Doo-Wop)
•July 24: Electric Vinyl (rock)
•July 31: Upstream, Reggae

PLACENTIA

Thursdays 6:30pm-8pm
Tri-City Park, 2301 N. Kraemer
Blvd, Placentia.
Live music, Food for sale by nonprofits. Free admission. Bring friends,
family & blankets or beach chairs.
•July 18: Upstream, Steel Drum,
Caribbean/Reggae/Calypso
•July 25: Scot Bruce (Elvis tribute)

YORBA LINDA

Sundays 5:30pm-7pm
Hurless Barton Park Amphitheater,
4601 Casa Loma, Yorba Linda
Live music, Free admission. Bring
friends, family & blankets or beach
chairs & picnic. .
•July 21: Tijuana Dogs (Rock)
•July 28: Surf ’s Up (Beach Boys)

THEATER
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“All Shook Up”

“Into the Woods”

@ BUENA PARK HIGH SCHOOL
8833 Academy Drive
Buena Park, California 90621
Tickets: (714) 526-3860 www.bpyouththeatre.com

@ STAGES THEATER
400 E Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton
Tickets: (714) 525-4484 www.stagesoc.org
Stages Theatre presents Into the Woods, the first of
two musical offerings in their 27th season directed
by Jill Johnson. James Lapine with music by Stephen
Sondheim that takes everyone’s favorite storybook
characters and brings them together for a timeless,
yet relevant, piece… and a rare modern classic.
The story follows a Baker and his wife, who wish
to have a child; Cinderella, who wishes to attend the
King’s Festival; and Jack, who wishes his cow would
give milk. When the Baker and his wife learn that
they cannot have a child because of a Witch’s curse,
the two set off on a journey to break the curse.
Everyone’s wish is granted, but the consequences of
their actions return to haunt them later with disastrous results.
The production stars Audrey Bivens, Briana
Bonilla, Tucker Boyes, Justin Budds, Justin Keane
Crawford, Hayden Mangum, Cameron Patrick
Murray, Melissa Musial, Carrie Ryder, and Brooke
Veluzat.
Tickets are $32/general and , $30 for students and
seniors. Performances are now through July 21st,
Fridays and Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays at 2pm.

MID JUNE

Carrie Ryder and Briana
Bonilla in Into the Woods

“Fellowship: The Musical” @ MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave Unit B, Fullerton, CA 92832
Tickets: (714) 526-7070 www.mavericktheater.com
Tolkien fans will delight in seeing all their favorite characters with one major changethey’re funny-in this hilarious musical parody of the Fellowship of the Ring.
This is the Orange County premiere of the show from the book by Kelly HoldenBashar and Joel McCrary with music by Allen Simpson. Lyrics and additional material by Brian D. Bradley, Lisa Fredrickson, Kelly Holden-Bashar, Joel McCrary, Edi
Patterson, Steve Purnick, Cory Rouse, Allen Simpson, Ryan Smith, Peter Allen Vogt
and Matthew Stephen Young. Director: Brian Newell. Choreographer: Kelsie
Blackwell. Stage Manager: Kelsey Somerville. For ages 12 and older. Now through June
30. Fri & Sat at 8pm, Sunday at 6pm. Tickets $30 General Admission/$15 student.

Save The Date: July 11-July 19
Fullerton College Director’s Festival

Coordinated by Candice Clasby this annual festival, which takes place in the
Bronwyn Dodson Theatre on campus at 321 E. Chapman (at Lemon), features
one-act plays. The event which features original works by local playwrights, provides an experimental forum for theatre students, professionals, and amateurs. A
panel of critics and theatre professionals judge each project and choose those that
will go on to the Best of the Fest. Admission at the door is $15 (presale $12.50).
Performances are at 8pm on Thursdays and Fridays from July 11 through July 19,
with one Saturday night show on July 13th. (Box Office opens on July 8 - Call
(714) 992-7150 from 9:30am to 3:30pm Monday through Friday)

Save The Date: August 15-25
O-centric New Play Festival

O-centric: Orange County’s New Play Festival stages four compelling works
from OC playwrights that tell stories you don’t typically see in local theatre, stories that need to be told. This year’s festival is dedicated to one-acts so you can see
all four at each performance. Beethoven & Misfortune Cookies by Joni Ravenna;
Magic Box, Evil Eye by Jordan R. Young; Still Moving by Ben Susskind; Thump in
the Night by Lydia Oxenham. Tickets on sale July 1 at www.oc-centric.com

This crowd-pleasing musical is inspired Since then, the program has produced
by and features the songs of Elvis Presley. fully staged Broadway musicals with
It’s 1955, and into a square little town thousands of youth actors. The musicals
in a square little state rides a guitar-play- continue to receive outstanding critical
ing young man who changes everything acclaim and attract audiences of all ages.
The Friends Buena Park Youth Theatre
and everyone he meets in this hip-swivel(BPYT) is a 501(c)(3)
ing, lip-curling musical fantasy
nonprofit organization
that’ll have you jumpin’ out of
that provides local youth
your blue suede shoes with
This
the opportunity to particsuch classics as “Heartbreak
hip-swiveling,
ipate in live theatre. The
Hotel,” “Jailhouse Rock,” and
lip-curling
program also offers young
“Don’t Be Cruel.” $11 General
admission, $9 seniors and chilmusical fantasy cast members opportunities to participate in benedren 12 and under.
will have you
fit performances for local
To purchase tickets or for
jumpin’ out
community events as well
additional information, please
of your blue
as two professional quality
visit BuenaPark.com, the
productions annually with
Buena Park Community
suede shoes.
parent volunteers serving
Center at 6688 Beach Blvd.
as show staff.
(between Stanton Ave. and
Our main goal is two
Beach Blvd. at Pinchot Ct.,
fold; not only to teach
behind City Hall), or call
(714) 562-3860. Tickets will also be young performers about fine arts, buildavailable for purchase at the box office ing self confidence, and live theatre, but
starting one hour before the event. Friday to keep them safe as well. BPYT provides
and Saturday performances at 7:30pm. a safe afterschool program that encourSaturday and Sunday matinees at ages confidence, pride and is a family
environment where all children are
2:30pm. Now through June 23.
Founded in 1980 by former elementary accepted.
school teacher Ruth Walp, Buena Park
Find more information on programs
Youth Theatre was created due to public
and productions by visiting
school budgetary cutbacks in the arts.
http://www.bpyouththeatre.com/

“Ragtime”
@ CHANCE THEATER
Bette Aitken theater arts Center on the Cripe Stage
5522 E. La Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807
Tickets: (888) 455-4212 www.ChanceTheater.com.
Chance Theater will produce the
award-winning musical Ragtime: The
Musical. Based on the novel Ragtime by
E. L. Doctorow.
The musical will preview from June
28th through July 5th; regular performances will begin July 6th and continue
through July 28th on the Cripe Stage at
the Bette Aitken Theater Arts Center.
Nominated for 13 Tony Awards
including Best Musical, Ragtime tells the
story of three families at the turn of the
20th Century in pursuit of the American
dream. The award-winning score uses
ragtime rhythms to paint a portrait of the
people who built this country with the
hopes for a brighter tomorrow.
Ragtime: The Musical is written by
Terrence McNally, and composed by the
Tony Award winning team of Stephen
Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens.
Famous historical characters and a rich
score propel Ragtime through a spectacular re-creation of turn-of-the-20th-century New York. The musical paints a nostalgic and powerful portrait of three people
— a stifled married woman from the

upper classes, a determined Jewish immigrant, and a daring young musician from
Harlem — whose fates become unexpectedly intertwined.
Not content to do a traditional retelling of the musical, director Casey
Stangl has something in mind to set this
production apart from others. “The play
has so much resonance in our world
today with the immigrant experience, the
decaying of the American Dream, the
intense divisions between groups, races,
genders - all these themes are explored.”
“Our setting will portray both past and
present ideas with a warehouse that represents both the beginning of the Industrial
Age and a gentrified industrial chic,
emphasizing the great income inequality
we are currently living in. A diverse cast
will occupy this space as a community
telling this story in an attempt to heal
and come together. We are all part of
each other’s story, whether we want to be
or not.”
NOTE: Contains mature themes and
strong language.

MID JUNE
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University Singers Farewell & New Work

At Left:
The Captain’s
Son
will play
from 4pm to
4:45pm on the
Hillcrest Park
front lawn
at 1200 N.
Harbor Blvd.

@ MENG HALL, CLAYES PERFORMING ARTS, CSUF
800 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton (657)278-3371
This one-time only event takes place
Sunday, June 23 at 3pm. Tickets are $20
at the door. World premiere of a new
work by composer Eric Banks who says
when he was asked to donate a short
choral work at Chorus America’s annual
Auction he incorporated current events.
“Last summer, the news was overtaken
with stories about migrant children who
had been forcibly separated from their
parents and placed in makeshift prisons
while in the custody of US Border Patrol,
and subsequently neglected by officers of
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE).
“I couldn’t create a piece entirely
inspired by negativity and so employed
this quote from the Dalai Lama; “Know
the rules well, so you can break them
effectively,” along with the “rules” these

children had to follow: No touching. No
hugging. No writing in your room. No
mail. No running. No trying to escape.
No whispering. No plans. Do not comfort
another child, even if that child is your
own brother or sister. Do not use nicknames. Do not share your food. Do not sit
on the floor. Do not misbehave. Also, it
is best not to cry; Doing so might hurt
your case. Make your bed, according to
the step-by-step instructions that are posted on the wall. Wash and mop your bathroom. Scrub the toilets and the sinks.
Remove the trash and your dirty toilet
paper. Form a line for the walk to breakfast, then form another for the restroom.
Lights out at nine; and lights on at dawn.

Below:
Nelson Cade
III will play
from
5pm to 6pm
at Vino Nostra
at 123 E.
Commonwealth
in downtown
Fullerton.

(The Rules adapted from New York Times, 14
July 2018: “Cleaning toilets, following rules: A
migrant child’s days in detention.”)

DAY OF MUSIC RETURNS
FRIDAY, JUNE 21
Over 150 free outdoor music making
events will be held at 38 locations in
Fullerton as part of the annual global Fête
de la Musique, taking place in 1,000 cities
across 120 countries. The full schedule of
events will be posted at www.thedayofmusic.com under the “Listings” tab and via a
downloadable PDF to print.

Custom Beats: The Art of Hip-Hop &
Building Guitars, Making History: Fender Stories
@ FULLERTON MUSEUM CENTER
301 N. Pomona Ave.
Custom Beats: The Art of Hip-Hop
tells the story of another genre of music.
For almost 50 years, Hip-Hop has been
vital to the expression of urban youth
around the world.

(714) 738-6545

Building
Guitars,
Making
History: Fender Stories
Both exhibits run until August 4. Tues Sun, 12pm to 4pm and Thurs 12pm to
8pm. $5/general; $4/seniors; $3/kids

“Field Notes: When Taxonomy
Becomes Iconography”
@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
Printmaker Linda Lyke vividly captures the spontaneous and immediate sense of discovery that stems from close and careful observation of nature. This body of work
evolved from Lyke’s own particular observations of birds and megafauna in Amboseli
National Park and the Maasai Mara in Kenya, as well as in her home city of Los
Angeles. Through August 4.

“Moving Forward: Art
by Nancy Johnson”
@ VINO NOSTRA WINE BAR
123 E Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton
The artwork of Nancy Johnson is on
display through the month of June.
Johnson says, “There is always something that we can see as a problem or as a
learning opportunity. Moving forward
leads us to personal freedom from the
standards others have put on us and the standards we've put on ourselves.”

“Papel Chicano Dos” @ MUZEO
241 S Anaheim Blvd, Anaheim, CA

(714) 956-8936 www.muzeo.org

Works on Paper from the Collection of Cheech Marin. Presenting 65 artworks by 24
established and emerging artists. Dating from the late 1980s to present day, their work
demonstrates a myriad of techniques from watercolor and aquatint to paste and mixed
media. Their iconic imagery has influences ranging from pre-Hispanic symbols and
post-revolutionary nationalistic Mexican motives to the Chicano movement of the
1960s and contemporary urban culture. Through July 14. Admission: Adults: $10
Children: (4 – 12) $7 Students/Seniors/Military: $8.

EVENTS AT FOX THEATRE
• School of Rock, 3pm-4:30pm
•Melissa Farrior, 5pm-6pm
•Lady Zep, 6:30pm-7:30pm
•Final Gravity, 7:30pm-8pm
•Stacey Q, 8:30pm-9pm
•Bubba & Big Bad Blues, 9pm-10pm
EVENTS AT HILLCREST PARK LAWN
• Hot Sound of Hohner 2pm-2:30pm
•Karen’s Kids, 3pm-3:45pm
•The Captain’s Son, 4pm-4:45pm
•Sousapalooza, 5pm-5:45pm
•Kontrol, 6pm-6:30pm
•Snowball ii, 6:45-7:30pm
•Midnight Peacemaker, 7:45-8:30pm
EVENTS AT THE MUSEUM CENTER
AND DOWNTOWN PLAZA
E. Wilshire & 301 N. Pomona:
• Bach on the Block, 2pm - 8pm
• Bands Undercover, 2pm-6:30pm
• Pacific Conservatory, 2pm-4:30pm
• Kids Corner, 4pm-8pm
• Cause for Concern, 4:30pm-5:30pm
• UkeFull, 4:30pm-6pm
• Sousapalooza, 5pm-5:45pm
• Sean Oliu & Coastline Cowboys 5:30
• Boombox Parade, 7pm-7:45pm
Events at Villa del Sol, on N. Harbor:
• Morgan & Friends R&B, 11:30am
• Bob Lexin, 1pm-2pm
• Janaya Kaufman Country 2pm-3pm
• Curtain Call, 3pm-3:30pm
• All That Jazz, 3:30pm-4pm
• Rhythmo Mariachi Kids 4:15-5:15pm
• S-TET Philip Glass Sax 5:15-6:15pm
• Chris Murray, 6pm-7pm
• Monique Latin Pop, 7pm-7:45pm

Keili Fernando will perform at 4pm at
Half Off Books on W. Wilshire; at 5:30pm
at the Coffee Cup on Malden, at 7pm at
Made Coffee on W. Amerige, and at
8:30pm at Pour Company on W. Wilshire.
Events at Les Amis, on W. Amerige:
• Omoghéné Soul/R&B, 6pm-7pm
Events at Back Alley, on W. Wilshire:
• Drool Brothers Indie, 7pm-7:45pm
Events at Ziings, on Harbor:
• Cameryn Kelly R&B, 9pm-10pm
Other venues include:
•Black Hole
•Mo’s Music •Comic Book Hideout
•Bootlegger’s Brewery •Fullerton Brew
•Half-Off •Made •Pour Co. •Night Owl
•Stubrik’s •Matador Bourbon St. •Vino
Nostra, •Unity & many more. See
www.thedayofmusic.com for full schedule.
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Fullerton
Observer

The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and
Natalie Kennedy, Roy and Irene
Kobayashi, and other friends in 1978,
is staffed by local volunteers who create, publish, and distribute the paper
throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one revenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper. Our purpose is to
inform Fullerton residents about the
institutions and other societal forces
which most impact their lives, so that
they may be empowered to participate
in constructive ways to keep and make
these private and public entities serve
all residents in lawful, open, just, and
socially-responsible ways. Through our
extensive local calendar and other coverage, we seek to promote a sense of
community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our
country is so uniquely blessed.

____________________________

10,000 issues of the Fullerton Observer
are distributed throughout Fullerton
and sent through the mail to subscribers
every two weeks except only once
in January, July & August.

How To Subscribe

Subscriptions are $35 per year.
Sign up and pay with Credit Card at
www.fullertonobserver.com
or by check with name & address to:
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834-7051
________________________________

How to Advertise
Call 714-525-6402, or email
observernews@earthlink.net

or visit us online at
www.fullertonobserver.com
________________________________

SUBMISSIONS:
Submissions on any topic of interest
are accepted from Fullerton residents.
We strive to get something about
everything in but shorter pieces do
have a better chance of getting in.
Email: observernews@earthlink.net
________________________________

• STAFF•
• Publisher: Sharon Kennedy
• Editor: Jesse La Tour
• Advisor: Tracy Wood
•Chief Digital Officer: Mehul Desai
• Database Manager: Jane Buck
• Copy Editors/Proof:
Christine Romer & Terry Hendricks
• Distribution: Roy & Irene Kobayashi,
Marjorie Kerr, Leslie Allen
•ROVING REPORTER: Jere Greene
• COUNCIL REPORT: Jesse La Tour
•Special Reports:
Jane Rands & Matt Leslie, J. Kaluzny
• DOWNTOWN REPORT: Mike Ritto
• SCHOOL BOARD REPORTS:
Jan Youngman & Vivien Moreno
•YOUNG OBSERVER EDITOR: Francine Vudoti
•POLITICAL COMMENTARY:
Jonathan Dobrer & Vince Buck
•CROSSWORD: Valerie Brickey
•FULLERTON HISTORY: Terry Galvin
•PASSION FOR JUSTICE: Sinh Dang
•PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Jere Greene, Jesse La Tour, Damion Lloyd
•SCIENCE: Sarah Mosko
•GARDENING: Penny Hlavac
• MOVIE REVIEW HITS & MISSES: Joyce Mason
• THEATRE REVIEWS:
Eric Marchese, Angela Hatcher, Mark Rosier
•VIDEO OBSERVER: Emerson Little
Created & Published in Fullerton
by local volunteers since 1978
Fullerton Observer LLC

The only July 2019 issue will
hit the stands on July 1.
SUBMISSION & AD
DEADLINE: June 24

COMMUNITY OPINIONS
Mystery
Sculpture
Who knows the
background of the
sculpture pictured at
left?
Who is the artist?
How did it come to
be placed at the corner of Euclid and
Commonwealth?
Send answers to
observernews@earthlink.net.

Frequently I take walks in various parts
of Fullerton, for exercise, to learn about
the city, or just to enjoy the outdoors.
On one of my walks, I noticed a life
sized bronze statue on the northeast corner of Euclid and Commonwealth, adjacent to the sidewalk. The statue is of two
little girls, estimated by me to be 12 or 13
years old. One is sitting on a log and the
other has her head lying on the lap of the
first girl. By the light clothing they are

wearing it apparently is a summer day.
Both have their shoes off with the shoes
lying next to them. Both appear to have
been reading a book. At one time the statue may have been lighted at night.
There is no plaque identifying who the
two little girls are or why the statue is
there. Does the Fullerton Observer have
any information about the statue?
Charles L. Hand Fullerton

CSUF Plan for Arboretum Not Reassuring
If the letter from Kathie Kingett, president of the Friends of the Fullerton
Arboretum, in the last issue of the
Observer was supposed to make me feel
better about the university's plans for the
Arboretum, it did not. I attended Cal
State Fullerton in the 1980s and spent
many hours between classes reading and
relaxing in that wonderful location. I have
returned there often in the subsequent
years and have always enjoyed the tranquil
beauty of Fullerton's crown jewel.
Like most longtime Fullerton residents,
I have been very disturbed by the CSUF
administration's future plans for the
arboretum. Kingett may have been
"encouraged" by university president
Virjee's words, but I most definitely am
not. Reading between the lines of bureaucratese that state, "Educational and
research inter-connectiveness and synergy
between the Arboretum and university
colleges must increase" and "If develop-

ment were to occur at the Arboretum,
university touchstones would include
ensuring strong academic content, synergistic and sustainable design/operation
and fiscal responsibility," I recognize the
doublespeak of a Johnny-Come-Lately
who has no sense of the importance of the
arboretum to the Fullerton community.
Virjee seems hellbent on ruining the
world-recognized site we all know and
love by encroaching on its boundaries
with additional buildings. And promising
"fiscal responsibility" does nothing to alleviate my concerns.
I hope people remain vigilant in their
support for the Fullerton Arboretum and
do not fall for misleading platitudes
expressed by the university that purport to
reassure us about what seems to be,
despite the pretense of soliciting public
input, a foregone conclusion.
Wendy Li Fullerton

Re: Our Bodies, Our Choice Rally
Thanks for the opinion piece on the
“our bodies, our choice” rally in the last
issue of the Observer. It is obvious that the
author agreed totally with the premise of
the rally, that is, to keep abortion rights
legal and safe, with no limits.
I feel extremely sad when I hear the
arguments in favor of abortion rights stated.
It seems to me that a person’s life begins
at the moment of conception. That is
when a totally unique set of DNA is created. It is not an IT, but a new HER or
HIM. So, the arguments in favor of a person having the right to CHOOSE to terminate this new person for the sake of the
woman’s health is not totally correct. It is
the choice, not to terminate the pregnancy, it ends the pregnancy, but ability to
terminate this new HER or HIM.
I have often wondered when I could
consider it OK to allow abortion. Could I
limit it to before say 6 months, or before
eight months, or the moment before
birth, or some other arbitrary time, like
the start of the heartbeat? I remember seeing an article in TIME magazine, I think,
of the stages of development of a “fetus”.
Actual photos in the womb. You could
maybe pick some time from these photos
to establish a limiting time for legal abortions. But what about one day before that?

I also empathize with the worry that
idea that if abortion were illegal, that
some women would die trying to selfabort, but as it is now, some 600,000
“fetuses” die every year due to legal abortions in the US.
There is a lot of talk about the recent
laws enacted that will “limit” a women’s
right, but rarely is there any story about
the compassion for the rights of the real
victims of abortions.
Mike Lord Fullerton

DID YOU MISS
AN ISSUE OF THE
FULLERTON OBSERVER?
Are You Looking
for Back Issues?
Are you interested in
Subscribing for home delivery
or Advertising in the paper?

Visit:

fullertonobserver.com
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Water Rate Hike
As expected, the City Council approved
the water rate increase with one NO vote
by Council person Whitaker. Protests
numbered in the hundreds but a minimum of approximately 13,000 resident
protests would have been required to stop
the increase.
Council person Zahra stated that the
OC Water District is fighting California
efforts to reduce the allowable contaminants in our drinking water. Water from
the Fullerton wells would not meet this
new standard so additional costs to treat
water would be passed on to residents.
We must convince the city to review the
rates. The city must revive the Ad Hoc
Committee and charge it to accomplish
three goals:
1. Develop alternate methods to fund
water infrastructure replacement swiftly.
Dr. Shapiro stated that "water system
infrastructure failures is an emergency"
(100 water pipe line breaks a year at a cost
of $1 million for water, not including
repairs). Yet the Ad Hoc Committee succumbed to a 25-year replacement process.
2. Develop methods to encourage conservation of water by residents. Depletion
of our water table is unsustainable and a
toxic plume is threatening our wells.
Governor Brown signed two bills into law
to conserve water effective in 2022 (not
considered in the Water Rate Study).
3. Develop a fair and equitable water
rate structure for all residents to comport
with California laws and best practices
management.
Fritz von Coelln Fullerton

Re: The Pacific
Electric Railway
I lived in the San Juan tract on north
Harbor Blvd (Spadra) 1952-1957.
Bastanchury Ranch was still in operation
and the PE tracks ran north through the
ranch between Bastanchury Reservoir
(now Laguna Lake) and Harbor. During
my time there, I saw short freight trains
on the PE line. So usage continued past
the "late 1940's" as stated in the article..
Francis Blake Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE
YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion
pages provide a free forum for the
community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of
interest. Opinions are those of the
writer. We must verify your identity, but we allow initials only and
town to be printed if desired, or
anonymous in print if a reasonable case can be made as to why
that is necessary. Opinions sent to
us without name, address and
phone number will not be printed. Please add your contact information so we can verify. Thanks!
Email
observernews@earthlink.net or
mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834
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My Homeless Journey by Samantha
I became homeless on December
14, 2018. My boyfriend and I were
living in a travel trailer in “my moms
backyard,” on my Grandpa’s property.
I was unemployed, applying for anything and everything to no avail. My
boyfriend has several mental disabilities so he can’t handle working for
someone and I totally understand that;
thankfully he gets disability.
Once my mom found out he was
homeless and unable to hold a job she
loathed him and wanted “better” for
me. And many other family members
would say “You’re better than this,”
“There are plenty of fish in the sea,” or
“Love don’t pay the bills.” And that’s
when I knew I couldn’t give up on my
boyfriend no matter how many people
already did; I was going to love him
for him and not his ability to support
me.
Being homeless has nothing to do
with my boyfriend. It has to do with
the lack of love and acceptance from
family and unaffordable housing.
We continued to live on my family’s
land for almost a year until one day
the alternator on my car went out and
my battery continued to die. My
boyfriend didn’t do a ton of yard work
to help and I don’t blame him, neither
did I or any of my family members till
the yard got out of hand with weeds.
My boyfriend also wasn’t officially
part of the family and I didn’t want to
force this work on him much due to
my family not respecting the hard
labor he did do for them. So as you

might have guessed some built up tension happened during the 11 months
he was living there with me.
One night my boyfriend snapped at
my mom and yelled “Do your
research!” after she was trying to lecture, yell, and boss a grown man
around about a car battery, a subject
that his late father, an Electrical
Engineer for NASA had educated him
on. My mother lost it. He apologized
the next day, but she wouldn’t have it.
My father, who was there during the
whole altercation, did his very best to
buy us some time, but she gave us 6
days to pack everything up and leave.
We came to the city of Fullerton due
to knowing where more food resources
are out here- A big thanks to Curtis
Gamble for that.
But after harassment from church
members, bishops, police officers, residents, and break-ins to our trailer, it
eventually gave us nightmare after
nightmare. The stress from the harassment forced us to sell our tiny 30ft
home for only $250 dollars. I was devastated and I still cry to this day. We
both had literally put money, blood,
sweat, and tears into our home just to
be forced to throw it all away.
We now live in a van; it’s cold but
keeps us warmer than the streets.
Everyone tells me why do I want to
stay homeless, and the truth is I don’t,
we don’t! My family will always accept
and have a home for me but that’s not
the point. If something were to happen to all my family that love and sup-

port me and I didn’t have my boyfriend,
I’d be in the same situation, homeless.
The issue is not him; it never was and
never will be. The issue is lack of love,
acceptance, respect, and lack of affordable
housing.
What makes me angry is that society
doesn’t see all the homeless people; when
people find out I’m homeless they are
shocked and can’t understand why. I have
a decent job, I don’t do drugs, I don’t
drink, I don’t have any mental or physical

disabilities, I dress nice for work, I usually smell
clean, I usually have a smile on my face, I have
an education, but I’m still homeless.
It’s unlawful that landlords discriminate
against homeless families and individuals that
receive SSI.
It’s frustrating that nonprofit and church
organizations help some and not others, therefore you are bounced around by city officials and
the “system” at least a dozen times. It’s criminal
that “aiding” the homeless is starting to become
another billion dollar industry.
A worker from City Net sounded like she was
getting frustrated that I was getting impatient
and said “Please understand that this is a free
service that we are offering you and housing is
not guaranteed” And deep down I wanted to say,
“Yeah, but you are still getting paid by donations
and my taxes, so this service is NOT FREE!”
My boyfriend and I are not asking for handouts or money, we’re asking society for solutions
to this growing infection called high living costs
and unaffordable housing.
It’s a simple solution…rent control, pricing
caps, more non-discrimination categories, housing and apartment prices brought down.
And lastly to those who think I should take
medication, or seek a therapist of some sort, I’m
not the one that is sick in the head. I’m perfectly healthy and mentally stable, I always have
been even before I became homeless. I’m a
strong and loving individual for me and my husband.
I may cry a lot now-a-days but who wouldn't
when you are harassed by cops, residents, church
members, your employer, case workers, social
service workers, landlords, business owners,
friends, family- all because you are labeled as
homeless…In essence the cure to homelessness
for people like me is affordable...PERMANENT...private… housing…

There are Alternatives to Proposed
Fullerton College Stadium
of the college’s PA system and it will be
unacceptably loud at every event the colFullerton Community College recently lege hosts at the stadium. According to
released the long-awaited Draft EIR the proposed rental/availability schedule,
(Environmental Impact Report) for the the college plans on renting the facility as
proposed Sherbeck Field Stadium. The many days and nights as they possibly
672-page report cost Fullerton College can. Shall we also expect concerts and
and the North Orange County music festivals in addition to myriad
Community College District over sporting events?
According to the EIR, not only will this
$300,000 dollars to produce. The public
has 45 days (the minimum required by project adversely affect the city with
law) to comment on this report, its find- unacceptable additional neighborhood
ings and negative environmental impacts. traffic and noise, it will also cause significant and unavoidable negative
Comments must be received in
impacts to major freeway
writing, via mail no later than
access
ramps
at
the
June 28, 2019.
Stadium
91(@Harbor/Lemon) and 57
Between 60-70 concerned
Comment
(@Chapman) freeways. Even
residents have written letters in
Period
worse, the EIR concluded that
opposition to the proposed
these traffic impacts cannot be
project not once, but twice
Closes
mitigated and cannot be rectibefore. And now this will make
June 28
fied. This project, unfortuTHREE (3) TIMES the public
nately, will negatively affect
has been forced to write letters
the entire city of Fullerton.
expressing our grievous conThere are currently two non-invasive,
cerns over the proposed project. Over 21/2 years ago, the residents warned the cost-effective alternatives to building
college and its administration that the another stadium. The EIR concludes that
proposed project would cause undue sharing Cal State Fullerton's Titan
noise, traffic and light pollution. Now the Stadium produces the least impact and is
college has their $300K report. It tells best alternative to this project. This
them the exact same thing we told them option would cause the least traffic dis(for free) nearly 3 years ago at the first ruption, light and noise pollution, as the
scoping session in November of 2016, CSUF stadium is already built and is sit“… that the proposed project would have uated just steps away from the 57 Freeway
significant and unavoidable environmen- at Yorba Linda Blvd. In fact, the City of
tal impacts that cannot be mitigated to Fullerton expected such shared use by the
below a level of significance related to two colleges when they contributed redevelopment funds for its construction in
noise, recreation and transportation.”
What does that mean to those of us liv- 1992.
Despite the report’s conclusion that
ing in Fullerton? According the sound
engineers hired by the college "The sig- Titan Stadium is a suitable alternative,
nificant increase of noise and sound level (and FHS stadium is across the street) the
is primarily due to the sound levels gener- college insists on ignoring logic and irraated by the Public Address (PA) system.” tionally doubling down on a costly report
In plain English: field rentals include use that pushes a stadium with 4,400+ seats,
by Damion Lloyd

a press box, 80,000 watts of lighting, and
a 12 speaker array PA system. To add
insult to injury, they claim that all this is
necessary because of increased demand for
PE classes. (Yeah, right. It only takes 1 PE
credit to get your AA.) Besides that, all
Fullerton College home football games
are played during the daytime. Any reasonable person must conclude this
‘improvements project’ is a ruse and is
really nothing but a taxpayer-funded facility “for rent”. Will we soon see advertising
billboards along Berkeley Ave?
The $6-$8 million that the college
wants to spend on this stadium would be
much better spent building affordable
housing solutions for needy students. This
stadium will serve a tiny fraction of the
school's population, about 1/3 of 1%,
while other students will continue to suffer long wait lists to enroll in impacted
and overcrowded core classes, often
staffed with underpaid adjunct faculty.
Additionally, the NCAA reports the probability of collegiate football players going
pro is 1.5% (.015). The $6-8 million allo-

cated for the stadium would produce a
much greater return if spent on
Vocational or Career-Technical Programs
leading to future job opportunities for FC
students. I for one would happily teach a
commercial photography class at
Fullerton College for free if the college
instead spent the money on more important things like teaching students skills
that can get them real jobs right out of
college.
Fullerton Community College needs to
care about our city--not harm it. Please
express your concerns and comments
about this stadium project. Your letter will
make a difference. Send comments to:
Richard Williams, District Director,
Facilities Planning/Construction
NOCCCD
1830 W. Romneya Drive, Building A
Anaheim, CA 92801-1819
For more detailed information visit
https://bit.ly/31qJQoi
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Rest in Peace • We Remember You
Yuriko Horii Ajioka

Leon Owens Charity Golf Tournament: Tim Paul, Bobby Levoit,
Morey Suarez, Freddie Jaimes and Victor Levoit grew up in the Maple and
Richman communities participated in the annual LOF Golf Tournament on June
4th which raises funds for student scholarships. -KJ

Fullerton Scout Troop 1201
Centennial Celebration June 29
by Jeannette Duarte
For 100 years now, Troop 1201 has
been serving our community and developing the leaders of today and tomorrow. Our Troop, founded in 1919, is the
oldest Boy Scout Troop in Fullerton.
Our Charter Organization was founded
on April 4, 1888 – less than one year
after the City of Fullerton was founded
on July 5, 1887.
Our Scout-led troop currently has
approximately 60 members. We continuously emphasize leadership and character in all aspects of the Troop.
Our Scouts participate in numerous

service projects and Eagle Projects
throughout the year to serve the community. Since our founding, Troop
1201 has had 165 Scouts earn the highly prestigious rank of Eagle Scout.
The mission of the Boy Scouts of
America is to prepare young people to
make ethical and moral choices over
their lifetimes by instilling in them the
values of the Scout Oath and Law.
Please join us in congratulating Troop
1201 on this momentous occasion.
We will be hosting a celebration ceremony and dinner from 4-6 pm on June
29th at the First Presbyterian Church of
Fullerton.

Elks Raise Funds to Help
Disabled Youngsters by Cory Brown
More than $3.5 million has been contributed this year by members of Elks
Lodges throughout California and
Hawaii to be used in treating children
with disabilities. Diana Mondragon,
leader of Fullerton Elks Lodge #1993,
contributed $28,691 raised by members
at a recent Convention. The Orange
District, which is comprised of eight
Lodges in Orange County, donated a
total of $215,276. “I am pleased and
proud that members of this local Lodge
were so generous with their dollars and
time in this important undertaking,”
Ms. Mondragon said.
Since 1950, the 84,000 members
from California and Hawaii have turned
over more than $120,500,000 to the
California-Hawaii Elks Major Project,
Inc., which administers the non-profit
charitable corporation in the BPOE.
All of the funds are devoted solely to

providing vision screening and therapy
treatment to children with a broad
range of disabilities. Without the Elks
supported donations, many of these
children would not receive such treatment.
The year-long fundraising campaign
is capped by a ceremony at the annual
California-Hawaii Elks Convention,
recently held in Fresno, when representatives from lodges throughout
California and Hawaii presented their
donations.
The raising of funds to aid children
with disabilities is just one of the many
philanthropic and patriotic projects
which mark the Elks’ contribution to
our communities. In the photo are
Liam, the Theme Child for this year’s
fundraising efforts, and one of the
Major Project’s physical therapists Lea
Nibur.

Yuriko Horii Ajioka, 86, of Fullerton,
passed away on Friday May 24, 2019.
Born in the Los Angeles area to Asataro
and Chisako Horii, she was the middle
child from a family of six.
Yuri received her RN from Methodist
Hospital Nursing Program, Los Angeles,
March 1953.
She married James Shusaku Ajioka in
May 1955. Her family moved to Fullerton
from Torrance in 1960.
She is survived by her siblings Masako
Ajioka, Tach Horii, Archie Horii and
Taeko Nakata; her daughter and two
sons; Janet, James, and Timothy; six
grandchildren, Thomas, Jaime, Alexis,
Megan, Arianna, and James.
As a board member of the Laguna Road
Elementary School PTA in 1966, she
hosted a meeting with former President
Ronald Reagan when he was running for
Governor of California. For Sunny Hills
High School PTA she organized class of

1992 grad night. As a long time resident
of Sunny Hills, she loved Fullerton and
wouldn't consider anywhere else as home.
A celebration of life will be held on
August 31, 10am, at Spring Field
Banquet Center, 501 N. Harbor,
Fullerton.

Clara R. Peters Hernandez
Celebration of Life

Clara R. Peters-Hernandez, 80, passed
away May 27, 2019. Clara Rose served the
Fullerton Community since she came to
California in 1957.
She is survived by her son Jose Raul
Hernandez; daughter Maria Elena Jones
and son in law Roderick Jones; brother’s
Clarence Peters and Jan Peters; sister Juel
M. Farquhar; 3 grandchildren and 5 great
grandchildren, and many nieces, nephews,
and extended family members.
In lieu of Flowers, there is a memorial
fund in Clara’s name at Fullerton First
United Methodist Church sec@ffumc.net
and
Leon
Owens
Foundation
www.leonowensfoundation.org
A Celebration of Life will be 10:30 AM Thursday, June 27th, 2019 at Fullerton
First United Methodist Church, 114 N. Pomona Ave, Fullerton, CA 92832.

Mary Moore Memorial

Mary Moore, 78, passed away on May 23, 2019. She is survived
by loving husband Richard; children Richard, Pam, and Robin
and a host of other family and friends. A Memorial service
will be held at 1030 AM Fri July 12 at McAulay & Wallace

George Kenneth Fowler
Service June 17
George Kenneth Fowler, born February
22nd, 1924 in Huntsville, Arizona, age
95, went to be with the Lord on May
21st, 2019.
He is survived by his son Kenneth
Fowler, 75, granddaughter Khara
Mesman-Tiger, 41, grandson, Kenny
Fowler, 42, and two great-grandchildren,
Presley Tiger, 15, and Tavin Fowler, 16.
A graveside service will be held on
Monday, June 17th at 11am at Loma
Vista Memorial Park, Fullerton.
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD © 2019
ANSWER KEY
“MUSICAL
NUMBERS”
on page 7:

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise her
family here. She has
been contributing
puzzles since 2014.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide valid
licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable for our
family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $10 for 50 words or less per issue.
Payment is by check only. The Observer assumes no liability for ads placed here.
However, if you have a complaint or compliment about a service, please let us
know at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 738-6531 to inquire about
business licenses. For contractor license verification go to the California State
Contractor License Board website at www.cslb.ca.gov.

HOME REPAIR

LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Fences, Gates, Patio Covers
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702

EMPLOYMENT

FULLERTON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL DISTRICT JOBS

•Asst. Supt. Ed Services $203,491
•Tech, Library, Media Assistant
Substitute $20/hr
And more. Apply at www.edjoin.org
“Fullerton Elementary”
FULLERTON HIGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT JOB OPENINGS

•Custodial Grounds Worker $20/hr
•Vehicle Mechanic $4,713-$6,015
And more. Apply at www.edjoin.org
CITY JOB OPENINGS
(updated May 28, 2019)

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then
“Careers.” Apply online by clicking on the
“Apply” link or visit Fullerton City Hall,
303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
•Budget Analyst & Admin Analyst
Full-time $4,338-$8,278/monthly
•Community Service Representative
Full-time $3,052-$3,895/monthly
•Director Administrative Services
Full-time $122,599-$183,899/annual
•Senior Building Inspector
Full-time $5,776-$7,372/monthly

FOR SALE

CHERRY & OAK FURNITURE

Six-piece Kincaid cherrywood bedroom
set: Cal King 4-poster bed, triple dresser
w/wing top mirror, highboy dresser, 2
night stands. Also, 5-shelf oak bookcase
(71” tall x 29” wide x 12” deep).
Call Mike at (714)598-8995
or email mhent112@att.net

WANT TO BUY

Wanted: OLDER ENGINEERING
& TECHNICAL BOOKS

Engineering, physics, mathematics, electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking and other
types of technical books purchased. Large
Collections (25+ books) Preferred. Please
call Deborah (714) 528-8297

Controller Needed
Controller Needed for a
UV Coating Company.
Mail to:
TEC Lighting, Inc.,
115 Arovista Circle,
Brea, CA 92821

Smoke Seen at Fullerton Airport is
Part of Emergency Training
Story and Photos by Jere Greene
Fullerton Airport hosted emergency
mutual aid response training teams this
month designated to respond to an incident should one occur at the airport.
Specific units from Anaheim, Brea,
Fullerton and Orange fire departments are
pre-identified and would respond under
mutual aid agreements. This training
spans the week to allow all rotating shifts
to participate. All units have gate cards
that allow 24/7 access to the field, and
radios allowing communications with the
control tower that coordinates all activities at the airport.
As a part of this training, fires were
ignited on a damaged plane and the simulated response required crossing the
active runway. This was controlled by the
tower, and allowed realistic dialogue
between two agencies that normally have
no interaction. The simulated fires were
contained using the facilities available on
the field, and the two 'deceased' were
removed and handled by responding medical personnel.
Fullerton Airport is not only a general
aviation airport, but home to the
Anaheim Police helicopter, three CHP
helicopters and a fixed wing aircraft, and
the Orange County Fire Authority water

dropping helicopters. In addition, other
agencies include traffic reporter Chuck
Street, an air ambulance service, Hanger
21 helicopter tours, AFI Flight School
and General Aviation.
If you would like to see just what this
valuable resource provides Fullerton,
mark your calendar for Saturday, June 22
when the 6th annual Airport Day opens
its gate to the public between 10am and
4pm for a free family day of commercial
and military exhibits, a tour of the tower,
jump houses and other activities for the
kids, plus food and helicopter and plane
rides are available for purchase.
The Fullerton Municipal Airport is
located at 4011 W. Commonwealth Ave.

BALANCE & CHANGE
Take a Time Out
Time outs. We tend to think of those
for children. Time outs are a very effective way to discipline your child. When
children have done something that
they are not supposed to do, put them
in a corner, or their room, somewhere
safe, for the same number of minutes
as their age. So, if they are 4, then they
have to be there for 4 minutes. By the
way, 4 minutes to a 4-year-old child is
an eternity! You cannot start using time
outs until a child is at least 2, because
they do not have the capacity to understand what is going on when they are
younger.
But did you know time outs are also
effective for adults? If, as an adult, you
are working on something and getting
more and more frustrated, take a break.
Allow yourself to breathe, move your-

self to a different location. Look at a
different view. Give yourself some
space to calm down. Allow your brain
to relax. Then return to what you were
working on. Quite often you will find
that you can now find a solution.
Time outs work for couples, as well.
Often as we begin to get agitated and
spiral higher and higher, the words that
come out of our mouths are not helpful. In fact, they are hurtful and harmful. Take a time out before you say
those things to give both of you some
space. Breathe. Ask yourself what really needs to be said, what is the real
issue. Focus on that.
Time outs are not just for children.
They are useful for people of all ages.
And if used well, can often prevent a
great deal of harm in the world!

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com
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A Summary of the Mueller Report
Part 2: Russian Hacking Operations
by Jesse La Tour

The following is the second in a series of
articles that will summarize the “Report on
the Investigation into Russian Interference
in the 2016 Presidential Election” (aka The
Mueller Report). In Part 1, we looked at the
ways in which the Russians used social
media to influence the election. In this part,
we’ll look at ways in which the Russian government carried out “hacking” operations to
further influence the election.

paign.
Releases were organized around thematic issues, such as specific states (e.g.,
Florida and Pennsylvania) that were perceived as competitive in the election.
WikiLeaks released a searchable archive
of approximately 30,000 Clinton emails
and over 50,000 documents stolen from
Podesta's personal email account.
WikiLeaks and Julian Assange made
several public statements apparently
designed to obscure the source of the
materials that they were releasing. Assange
repeatedly denied that the Clinton materials his organization released had come
from Russian hacking.

Intrusions Targeting the
Administration of
U.S. Elections

The GRU also targeted computer systems of state boards of elections, secretaries of state, and companies that provided voting machine software.
In one instance in June, the
In early 2016, the
GRU compromised the comRussian
government
puter network of the Illinois
employed cyber intruState Board of Elections by
A division of
sions (hacking) and
a vulnerability in
Russian military exploiting
releases of hacked matetheir website. This allowed
rials damaging to the
intelligence
them to gain access to a dataClinton campaign. A
(the GRU)
base containing information
division of Russian milion millions of registered
carried out
tary intelligence called
Illinois voters.
cyber intrusions
the GRU carried out
In August, GRU officers tarthese operations.
and releases of
geted employees of a voting
In March, the GRU
hacked materials technology company that
began hacking (through
developed software used by
damaging to
malware
and
numerous U.S. counties to
the Clinton
“spearphishing” cammanage voter rolls, and
paigns)
the
email
campaign.
installed malware on the comaccounts of Clinton
pany network. Similarly, in
campaign volunteers and
November, the GRU sent
employees, including
spearphishing emails to over 120 email
campaign chairman John Podesta.
accounts used by Florida county officials
In April, the GRU hacked into the responsible for administering the election.
computer networks of the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee and
Trump Campaign Interest in
the Democratic National Committee
Russian Hacked Materials
(DNC). The GRU stole hundreds of
thousands of documents from the comOn July 27, candidate Trump said at a
promised email accounts and networks.
In June the GRU began disseminating rally, "Russia, if you're listening, I hope
stolen materials through the fictitious you're able to find the 30,000 emails that
online personas "DCLeaks" and are missing. I think you will probably be
"Guccifer 2.0." They later released addi- rewarded mightily by our press.”
Donald Trump Jr. had direct electronic
tional materials through the organization
communications with WikiLeaks during
WikiLeaks.
The release of the documents was the campaign period. On October 12,
designed and timed to interfere with the WikiLeaks wrote to Trump Jr. that it was
election and undermine the Clinton cam- "great to see you and your dad talking

Julian Assange, founder of WikiLeaks,
released thousands of e-mails and
documents stolen from the Democratic
Party and its affiliates by
Russian hacking operations.

The e-mail account of John Podesta, chairman of the Hillary Clinton campaign, was
hacked by Russian military intelligence,
and released online by WikiLeaks.

about our publications. Strongly suggest request, as early as December 2015.
On December 3, she emailed Smith a
your dad tweets this link if he mentions
proposal to obtain the emails, stating,
us: wlsearch.tk."
WikiLeaks wrote that the link would "Here is the proposal I briefly mentioned
to you…The person can get
help Trump in "digging
the emails which 1.) Were
through" leaked emails and
classified and 2.) Were purstated, "we just released
loined by our enemies.
Podesta emails Part 4."
The GRU also
That would demonstrate
Two days later, Trump Jr.
targeted computer what needs to be demontweeted the wlsearch.tk
systems of state
strated.” Attached to the
link.
Michael Flynn, who boards of elections, email was a 25-page prowould later serve as secretaries of state, posal stating that the
"Clinton email server was,
National Security Advisor
and companies
in all likelihood, breached
the
Trump
in
that provided
long ago," and that the
Administration, recalled
Chinese, Russian, and
that Trump repeatedly
voting machine
Iranian intelligence services
requested that he, or others
software.
could "re-assemble the servattempt to find the “misser's email content."
ing” Clinton
e-mails.
According to Mueller,
Flynn subsequently conneither Smith nor Ledeen
tacted multiple people in
were ultimately successful in obtaining
an effort to obtain the emails.
Republican Senator Chuck Grassley’s the “missing 30,000” emails.
staffer Barbara Ledeen and investment
Stay tuned for Part 3 of this series, in
banker Peter Smith were among the peowhich we look at contacts between various
ple he contacted.
Ledeen had actually begun her efforts to Russians and the 2016 Trump campaign.
obtain the Clinton emails before Flynn's

Reality Leigh Winner:
a Whistleblower in Prison for Alerting
the Public About the Hacking Operation
An interesting footnote to the story of
GRU hacking operations during the 2016
election is the lesser-known story of
Reality Leigh Winner, a former NSA
intelligence specialist, who is now in
prison for leaking classified documents in
2017 to a news outlet informing the public about the GRU hacking operations.
Even though, arguably, Winner’s leak
alerted the public to a very real threat (a
threat that was in fact confirmed by the
Mueller Report) to national security, she
was sentenced to five years and three
months in prison for violating the
Espionage Act, a 1917 law that has been
resurrected in recent years to prosecute
whistleblowers.
This is the same law the government has
used against whistleblowers Edward
Snowden (who revealed widespread NSA
surveillance programs) and Julian Assange

(of WikiLeaks). Prosecutors said Winner’s
sentence was the longest ever imposed in
federal court for an unauthorized release
of government information to the media.
Trevor Time of The Intercept writes,
“Despite being consistently the most covered news story of the Trump presidency
— with a seemingly avid readership — a
whistleblower accused of releasing a topsecret National Security Agency document that gave the public an unprecedented window into how U.S. intelligence
agencies think Russia tried to interfere has
been all but forgotten.”
Despite the fact that Winner released
documents that provided important information to the American public, she is facing a longer prison sentence than anyone
who was indicted by Robert Mueller,
including Michael Flynn, Michael Cohen,
Paul Manafort, etc.

